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3 UNH stude nts
killed in plane crash

Garon Grady (1), and Robert Flynn.

·Ellgle hardt -Hall
mour ns loss
By Jay Kumar
dorm were locked because telIn Englehardt Hall, the mood evision reporters were going
is somber yet hopeful as resi- upstairs and bothering residents try to cope with the tragic dents.
loss of three of their me.m bers.
By having one central door
Robert Flynn,Jamie Hurley, and open, _Russ said, the hall staff
Jay Richard all died Saturday has "more control in this situanight when the private plane . tio.n," and the students who are
they had rented crashed in willing to talk can do so. But
North .Berwick, Maine.
those residents who do not feel
Third floor resident assistant ~ like answering questions will
Jon Castle said, '!Everybody's· · not have microphones thrust
doing very well," and added that in their faces. "Students have
it is "really saJisfying" to see the right to privacy," Russ said.
the dorm community united the . Austin said people need to
way it has over the past few days. know what happened, but
He described the three as "fan- "sometimes the questions get
tastic people" who "had friends a little too personal." Hurst said
all over the dorm."
"I wish they'd leave. Nobody
Eric Austin, who was Hurley's can even do homework."
roommate, said "It's roug-t_i,"
Sophomore Amy Carroll said
but "everybody's working to - the media attention is "tough
gether" to cope with the situa- for everyone to deal with."
·
tion. Austin, a freshman who
The hall staff has employed
had known Hurley since the first a few methods to 'help residents
grade, described the dorm as deal with th,e grief and shock
"close-knit."
of the tragedy. Q_n Sunday,
These ·sentiments were UNHChaplains Frederick Penechoed by other residents. Fresh- nett and David Grainger came
, man Debbie Hurst said she was to the dorm along with Ellen
"still in shock," but added "the Barnett of the Counseling and
dorm has been great."
Testing Center and Ann Miller,
One thing that probably has assistant director of Residential
not helped matters is the large Life. They explained the "grievamount of media coverage (t.v. ing process" to students·, how
Channels 6, 8, 9 and 13) the different people would have
dorm has received. Englehart different reactions to death.
Hall Director Peggy Russ said
the two side-entry doors to the DORM, page 14

By Marla G. Smith
The New Hampshire state
flag flew at half mast at UNH
yesterday for four New Hampshire teenagers who died in a
plane· crash Saturday evening.
Three were UNH liberal artsstudents from Englehart Hall.
Freshman Robert "Rock"
Flynn, 19, ofBarrington, his
sophomo re roommate Jay Richard, 19, of Somersworth;
freshmanJamie Hurley, 19, of
Westmoreland and N .H. resident Garon -Grady, 19 of Rochester rented a private plane
Saturday. The plane crashed into
the backyard of a house in North
Berwick,· Maine.
.
. Federal investigators are looking for the reason for the crash
of the single-engine Cessna 172

Federal Aviation Admiriistration spokesman Mike Ciccarel.li.
Officials said drugs or alcohol
are not believed to be a factor.
According to Ciccarelli, the
plane was tented from Allen's
Flying Service which operates
out of the Skyhaven Airport in
. Rochester, N.H. Ciccarelli said
the plane left the airport at 6:30
p.m.
-- Garon was believed to have
been flying the plane before it
er.ashed . "He was a licensed
instructor pilot," s_aid Ciccarelli.
"That's a good feather in the
cap."
The plane crashed in the
backyard of Leonard and Muriel
Dube, who were away babysit-

'-

ting their grandchildren.
"The plane took down two
really big trees, a fence and a
bunch o( little trees," said their
daugh_te~, Therese Dube. She
said the plane landed_40 feet
away from the house.
Patrick Toman, an assistant
to the chief medical examiner
in Maine, said the four men died
of multiple internal and external
injuries.
Janet Hurley, the mother of ·
Jamie, said s_t1e will best remember her son as "strorig and
gentle."
"I didn't know he was going
up flying Saturday," she said.
"But if I had known, he would
have had my blessings to go. In
PLANE, page 29

Jones ' work er confe sses
\

By Robert Bosworth
A campaign worker for the
Warner Jones/Sabra Clarke·
ticket yesterday confessed to
taking ·a segment of the Jay
Apsey /Glen H ,a rcourt The New
1:(-amp-shire ~orn~ ,a~t.ide ._and.
rncorporatrng 1t lnto the
Jones/Clarke article after the
Apsey /Harcourt article had
been submitted for publication.
Both articles were published last
Friday.
.
Suspicion of the wrongdoing
prompted Harcourt to hang rwo
posterS' on the .door of the New
Hampshireoffice Monday morning declaring the paper "leaked
out'' the Apsey /Harcourt article
to the Jones/Sabra campaign
committee.
Christoph. Heisenberg, a .
member of the Jones/Clarke
committee. and student senate
Financial Affairs and Administration Council chairperson,
admitted to the offense Monday
afternoon.
,
"It was very poor judgement
on my part," Heisenberg said.
Heisenberg, who said,he acted
. alone, noticed the Apsey /Ha rcourt article in the the Forum
mailbox in the paper's office

Car hits Tin Palac e
By Robin Santo
At 12:40 a.m. S_a~urday~ a car
came careening around the
corn.tr of Pettee Brook Road,
hit the curb on the opposite side
of Main Street, and smashed
through the front windows of
the Tin ·Palace Restaurant,
injuring the driver.
Police identified the driver
as 19-year..:old Colleen Dumont
of Mass. Dumont had come up
to visit her boyfriend, a UNH
student. According to Dumont-,
she was driving her father's
1~77 Dodge when she fell asleep
at the wheel. .
·
"I had been very tired that
day," Dumont said. "We ha·a:
gone out to eat, and I was feeling
tired so I told my boyfriend I

plane, which occured at 7:05
p.m: Saturday, according to

had to go home."
fatigue and to her unfamiliarity
The impact of the car des- with the turn.
troyed a brick column .and two
"I had never gone around that
connecting windows. Tin Palace turn before," Dumont said. "The
owner Jess Gangwer said the corner was very sharp, and I was
cost of replacing the glass was going too fast.''.
,
,.,
estimated at $3,200. He has not
· Dumont said that she thought
yet received an estimate for the she was going around 35 mph.
brick work.
When she went to hit the
, Gangwer does·-not plan to brake, she hit the gas instead
take any legal action. He said and lost control of the wheel.
he will allow the insurance · She then careened through the
compaµies take care of it. windows of the Tin Palace.
"We're jusf real thankful that
The Tin Palace had closed for
nobody else was hurt," said business at midnight. When the
Gangwer.
car went crashing through the
The driver was slightly dis- restaurant, Mike O'Malley, a Tin
tressed at the time of the Palace employee, ran out of the
accident because she had been kitchen where he had been
under a lot of pressure last week
The accident was caused by. CAR, page 14

Thursday around 3 p.m. whi.le . nesday night and Thursday
he was handing in the morning and then handed it into
Jones/Clarke article. He said the paper around 1 p.m. Apsey
.he saw the portion of the article said he asked for Forum Editor
that dealt with Apsey /Harco- Bryan Alexander, who was not
urt' s s.t and Qn reduced erirol- in the office at that time, before
linennand ·theri changed the placing it in his mailbox. HarJones/Clarke article m address court said he arrived at the paper
the same issue.
about a half hour later and
Apsey /Harcourt article said: noticed the article was still in
. "We will continue to fight the the box.
University administration and
"It didn't look like it had been
trustees to redu<;:e enrollment moved," Harcourt said.
in order to eliminate overcrowdIn addition to the enrollment
ing in housing, cla;srooms, issue; Apsey and Harcourt said
athletic facilities, parking lots, they firmly believe other stands
·the library etc."
were taken from their article
Jones/Clarke article said: and put into the Jones/Clarke
"First, they (Apsey arid Har- article: Specifically, they believe
court) propose to reduce enrol- their stands on the commencelment in order to/ eli'minate ment speaker selec~ion process,
overcrowding.'.'
. competent student senators and
Apsey said the first time he refusal to succumb to adminisand Harcourt publicly stated trative pressures were ·also
their stand for reduced enrol- incorporated into the oppolment was during a candidate's nent's article.
night held Thursday night',
Apsey said these stands are
several hours after they had located
the second and third
passed in their pwn article.
columns of the Apsey/Harcourt
· Jones, .,w ho said. he was un- article and again appear in the
aware of tpe ch.loge made in his form of rebuttals in the upper
article, condemned Heisen- portion of the middle column
berg's action. 'T spoke with in the Jones/Clarke article. •
Chris and he apologized to me."
According ~o Apsey an? Har, According to Apsey; their
Forum article was written Wed- JONE~, page 14 ,

in

A rece~t auto accident left Tin Palace with over $3,000 in
damages. (Stu Evan's photo)
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Tend!!lg the animals· at the Little Royal livestock show.

Livestock show
.excites trainers
By Elizabeth Cote

The chance to hear bleating
. I'm ashamed of myself. I've sheep came this -5aturday at the
lived in New Hampshire all of 34th Annual Little Royal Livesmy life, and dig not know until tock Show, at the UNH Livesthis Saturday what a sheep tock Activity Center. Sponsored
actually sounds like. They do by the Animal Science Club, Th~
not make the stereotypical Little Royal featured novice
"baaah" noise Captain Kanga- 'through experienced leaders
roo and Seaseme Street had me showing horses; dairy cows, beef
believe when I was six years old. cows, and sheep.
Before The Little Royal, I had
A sheep has an unearthly sound
more like Chubaka the W ookie, never been close enough to a
cow to know that grinding its
of Stars Wars fame.

·teeth sounds like styro-foam
against a chalk board. I also
_ learned Saturday that cows that
are milked are called "dairy
animals", and cows that end up
as Big Macs are called "beef
animals." But I still do not
under~tand why then sheep are
not called "mutton animals",
or why horses are not called
"Alpo animals."
. Both types of cows; along
with horses and sheep were
shown throughout the day-long'
event. Each of these species
competitions were divided into
classes.
In each class, the s,h owperson .
was judged on their care, grooming, and handling of. the animals.
The first .place finishers in each
class went on to compete for
champion showperson of that
sp(;cies. At the end of the day,
each species champion competed for Premier Showman, an allaround competition, where the .
leaders show each of the four
species. The top award of the
day, Premier Showman, went
to Thomas Maillet. Maillet first
won the beef species competition, then went on to success- ·
fully show the other three
sp~cies, horses, dairy and sheep.
Before competing at UNH's
Little Royal last year, Maillet
had nine years of ex-perience
showing both beef and dairy
species. However, he said he still
gets nervous showing the animals.

"Oh yeah. I'm ner.vous goi~g
into the ring, and while I'm in
the ting," he said. "It's like beingon stage in front •of a lot of
·
people."
Despite all of his experience
outside of the Little Royal,
Maillet said the Premier Showman trophy means a lot to him.
'.'It's nice to have something
to show your pretty good at
something," Maillet said.
~econct to Mamet rn the allaround competition was Trudy
Ricker, who won Reserve Showman. Ricker won the Intermediate dairy class, and the champion dairy showperson to get
to the _final all-around competition:
Ricker was pleased to have
gone s<;> _far in the da.iry class
,
competltlon.
"My showmanship expe _rience in the dairy class was
practically nill," she said. 'Tm
very happy (with the wins.)
Ricker said most of her experience comes from working
with horses on a farm _d uring
the summer.
A Freshman in Applied Animal Science in the Thompson
School, Tracy Olefirowicz had
experience showing horses before she came to UNH. She
explained the· leaders are jpdged
on how well the horse looks, and
how well the horse is handled,
especially if it is acting up.
Marjorie Lee Joy, senior Applied Ani-mal Science major in

the :fhompson School, compet:
ed in the mo~ning Horse Novice
Class #2, and went on to win
champion showperson of the
horses. Joy, who has only ~om:..
peted once last ,year was surprised at her win in the horse
competition.
"I was shocked," she said. "I
kept -looking at the judge like
sbe ' Wa'S crazy. She was impressed with the cleanliness -of
.
rriy horse."
Judging the horses was Kathy
Keefe, a 4-H leader, and horseshow judge for 10 years.
Glenn Wildes, Area Dairy
SpeciaJist for the U nivers_ity of
:tvJ;aine, and dairy judge for 30
years, judged Saturday's dairy
cow competition. Wildes explained what he looked for in ·
.
.
a showperson.
"I look for the leader who.gets
the most-out of the animal,''. he
said. "The animal should look
like it's ready to have it's picture
taken, no matter when you look
at it." Wildes said.
Intermediate showperson in
the dairy species, Judy Daudier,
said she didn't know anything ·
about cows when she started
showing them two years .ago.
"(The Animal Science Club)
teaches you everything you need
to know. They give you pointers
• on how to clip them, and everything," she said.
The sheep class champion
LIVESTOCK, page 12
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.( NEWS IN BRIEF
Texaco files for·
protection

Wheaton ,C ollege ·scraps
-c oed plan

Texaco Inc., filed yesterday for protection from
its creditors under federal banktuptcy ·laws. The
company is fighting an $11 billion judgment in
favor of Penn_zoil Co. lt -i~ the biggest U.S. company
·
ever to take the drastic step.
Under Chapter 11 of the U.S. ·B ankruptcy Code,
the filing does not mean Texaco is insolvent and
should have little or no impact on its day-to-day
operations. However Pennz9il will b~ unable to
seize any Texaco assets for a_n indefinite period
of time. Pennzoil has accused Texaco, the nation's
third-largest oil company, of illegally interfering
in a planned merger between P_e nnzoil and Getty
Oil Co. James Kinnear, Texaco's president and chief
executive officer, said Texaco was forced to seek
the bankruptcy protection because the Pennzoil .
judgment is frightening customers and suppliers
and making it harder for Texaco to arrange credit.

A group of 300 students, alumni and parents and
faculty held a rally at Wheaton Colege in Norton
Sunday to protest a proposal to turn the women's
school into a coeducational campus. · _
_ "There's no question that women's colleges are
essential to the feminist movement as think tanks,
: research facilities and sources of activists and
leaders," said Jennifer Jackman, state president
of the National Organization for Women, "it is
a inyth" that· women's colleges are no longer
necessary because women have achieved equality
in society. Women's colleges offer women more
_
opportunities and support.
'Tm against it because I feel that women have
a better chance for self-development in a women's
college than a coeducational college," said Irene
Chaves who graduat:ed in 1922, "I have seen what's
happened in coed institutions and it's the men that
the top spots and the girl maybe gets secretary.!'
However, Sarah Bradshaw, a senior andcofounder
of Save Our School, said "I think today's young
women -believe that they can prepare best for the
world they see ahead if they do it an environment
where women and men study together."

US crime·toll
at record low
The nation's 1986 crime count held steady at
the reco·r d low achieved in 1985, with 'a significant
drop in deadly assaults and a new high in the number
_
of people reporting violent crimes to police.
The number of crimes last year remained basically
· . unchanged from _1985, when it-reached its lowest
level since the National Crime survey began in 1973,
·
· ,
the Justice Department reported.
For the first time, said,the bureau's director, Steven
Schlesinger, at least half of all U.S. violent crimes
were reported to police which demonstrates a greater
willingness on the part of the public to.come forward
against attackers. The rate of assaults dropped to
its lowest point in t~e survey's history with a drop
of almost ,nine percent and the violent-crime rate
overall drppped seven percent.
The bureau's estimates are based on interviews
·
-with more than 100,000.

Shultz prepares for Moscow
Secretary of State George P. Shultz met with a
dozen U.S. arms control advisers Sunday to prepare
his response to Soviet overtures that might bring
the Reagan administration closer to its fir.s t arms
·
control agreement.
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for European
Affairs, Rozanne Ridgeway, told reporters, "There
is a sense of process, a sense of motion that we
have seen over the last _two years ... and that is what '
we would like to keep goio.g."
Shultz hopes to clear a major obstacle to a U.S..Soviet treaty to rid Europe of medium-range nuclear
missiles in talks opening Sunday in Moscow.
It would be the first teaty to put a c;lent" in, the
superpowers' nuclear weapons buildups in. the more than six years Reagan has been president.

One killed -in college
'prank'

·

Two Wesley College (Dover, Del.) . students set
off a smoke bomb in a dormitory room as a prank
on Sunday which started a fire and .killed one and
injured four students. Christopher Sterner, 18, of
York, Pa., was trapped in his room and died from
smok~ inhalation, police said.
. The two, Robert Rumsey, 19, of Baltimore and
The Bruin's se~son ended Sunday ~ight at the
Edward McGee, 18, of Wyckoff, N.J. were charged
· Garden with a loss to Montreal. The Canadiens
with manslaughter, assault and conspiracy.
finished -them off with a four-game playoff sweep ·
on the wings of a 4-2 victory. This marks Montreal's
eighth straight playoff win over the Bruins and
its 20th s~ries victory over Boston in 22.

Canadiens finish Bruins
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Glln shot fired
at Sawy er Hall
By Frank Moore .
window 'when I heard · glass ·
A single shot fired at approx- break," a Sawyer resident whose
imately 10:20 p .m._Wednesday name is withheld by request .."I
nights.truck and passed through . walked over to the window and
·two panes of glass at the side saw all the broken glass. I
doors of Sawyer Hall facing figured it was a b.b. gun, but once
Stoke Hall. No one was injured. I saw that the bullet went
According to Public Safety through two separate windows
officials the case is still under I realized the g~n must have
-been more powerful."
investigation. "Anyone standing in the· path
Although police were unable
r~cover the bullet they have of the bullet would have been
determined by studying its seriously injurecl," another Sawtrajectory that the single shot yer resident, whose name is
was fired from a small caliber withheld by request, said.
"Whoever did this mt1st be
weapon.
"I was about 15 feet from the pretty insane."

Classes became less and less important as the sun came out late last week. (Beth Ineson photo)
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Still hope for ,s nack bar

Pie assa ult
could cost co-ed ·

By Frank Moore
A Stoke resident has been
charged with simple assault artd
faces up to a $100 'fine after
pushing a whipped cream pie .
in the face of a Public Safety
officer Saturday' at a Stoke Hall
fundraising event. . ·
Cathy Breen, 19, English major, was charged with the of fense. "The whole thing was just
a joke," Breen said.
According to Public Safety
officials, Officer Paul Desrosiers
was talking with Stoke hall staff
outside the building when he
was ta.p ped on the shoulder and
suddenly received a pie in his
face.
"I told members of the hall
council my plan and they all
agreed," Breen said. They even
gave me .the pie for free. "l
remember someone had said
'What ar~, ~hey going to do,
arrest you?
"I stood behind him (Desrosiers) and everyone started to
chant 'do it, do it!' Someone
t_a pped him on the shoulder and
I put the pie in his-face ."
Breen said that at first she
· fled and hid in the crowd but
within minutes returned to

·By Bryan Alexander
cut down to 33, to 24, to 16, and be that hard to do," said Ablondi.
The attitude of sn1dent sena- finally to no seating according "This is something the Resiror R9bert Rodler concerning to Rodler. He said this was more dential Life and Dining Services
the fat~.of the proposed snack of a convenience store than a committee has worked with her
bar changed 180 degrees be- snack bar artd this is not what all year, but she has continued
to give them the run around."
tween the senate meeting Sun- students want.
While Lock was unavaib1e for
The problem with space was
day night and an interview last
comment,- Dean of Student
choice
student's
the
by
worsened
· _
night.
1
There is still hope for the of foods which conflicted with Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn said
snack bar planned for the bot- those suggested by Lock accord- he believed the students and
tom of Stillings Hall according ing to Residential Life commit- Lock were not able to find
common ground on the snack
to the latest word from Rodler, tee senator Guy Tomasky.
"My impressions were from bar, but the issue was not dead.
chairperson of.the student se"While she (Lock) wants to
nate Residential Life and Dining the beginning that they want~d
· more of a European style cafe say what the students want is
Services committee. ·
Just 24 hours earlier a visibly as opposed to an American fast workable, she is unable to do
that without furtn.er analysis,"
disgruntled~- Rodler reported food place," said Tomasky. ·
Sanborn. "She is still worksaid
food
fast
of
type
this
uild
b
_
To
be
not
would
that the sna,ck bar
place would be more expensive ing on it."
installed as originally planned.
An optimistic Radler ex· 'TU just come out and say it," because the food would have to
said Rodler. "There is not going be prepared on machines-which- pressed these same sentiments
would be expensive to own and -yesterday. Rodler ~aid there is
to be a snack bar.
new hope- for the snack bar, but
Rodler said there were prob- operate said Tomasky.
With this style of food Lock would not go into~specifics. He
le m·s with the snack bar that
could not be resolved with was not able to come up with said he would go public with his
Ingeborg Lock, director of UNH a financial plan for the snack information later this week.
Despite this new information
dining: He said the~ain prob- bar that would break .even
lem focused around 'the space within .three years said Tomasky Ablondi remained skeptical. He
"It wouldn't have been ·a lot said Lock is one administrator
the snack bar would cover.
The original plan called for of work for her to come up with notorious for her poor dealings
65 seats in the •facility said a plan,'' said Rodler at the · with students.
· "I cannot see her (Lock)
Rodler. But this was stopped · meeting. "If she wanted to she
·
,
it.'done
towards students has
have
attitude
could
after it was discovered that
Student Body President Jay changed overnight," sa-id Abcompressors in the basement
would have to be moved at great · Ablondi shared this disapproval. londi, "seeing that her history "It's taken a. year to come up is not looked on favorably
expense.
so~ething that shouldn't towards students."
with
then
The number of seats was

Desrosiers and shook his hand.
· "He didn,'t seem too happy, but
it looked like he had a little
smirk on his face," she said.
According to Breen, Public
Safety officials contacted her
the following morning, "He
(Desrosiers) told me I had
humiliated him and embar rassed the whole Public Safety
staff," she said.
Monday afterno~:m Breen met
with Desrosiers where she was
formally read her rights .. Breen
is scheduled to appear in Durham District Court on May 12
where she will be charged with
simple-assault, a misdemeanor
that has been dropped to a '
violation.
l?reen must also address the
University judicial board. O'fficer .Desrosiers has requested
a written formal apology and
a jeopardy of eviction .notice.
"I witnessed the whole thing
and is seemed all out of fun,"
Krissy· Cronin, 20, food service
·management major, said.
"They're treating me like a
criminal," Breen said: 'Tm sorry
if I hurt his pride or embarrassed
him, but it wasn'.t my intention
at all. It was all just a joke."

<

Ablondi endo rses Jone s

Ablondi said budget ·expeBy Bryan Alexander
selve§ with the· senate, Ablondi
rience is important because
Current student body pres- said. 1.,
"Warn'er Jones and Sabra budgets take up much· of the ident Jay Ablondi has taken a
strnng stand on the election for Clarke will get more accomp- senate' s' duties, and it takes
his position on Tuesday, throw- lished in the time it takes Jay experienced personnel to decide
ing support for the Warner Aspey and Glen Harcourt to find when an organization is using
Jones/Sabra Clarke ticket. Ab- ' out where the pencil sharpener up more of the student.s' funds
londi said their experience and is in the bffice," Ablondi said. than it is worth.
Ablondi made frequent comability gives them an edge over "That is how large the gap is
par isions between Jones and
in experience."
the other tickets.
"I €~ t see how they think Apsey, but rarely mentioned
Ablondi said his vice president, · Barbara Cerreta, also they can walk in and come in Markey. He said the Markey
supports the Jones/Clarke at the top job with limited campaign, with imp r obable
knowledge of how things work ideas such as ridding the Uniticket.
Jones has "a proven track and what avenues are open to versity of the president, is more
of an issue raiser than a credible .
record" of successes with the them," he said.
Ablondi mentioned a com- platform.
senate, said Ablondi. He pointed
·:1doubt either (Markey or
out Jones' two years of "steady ment made by Aspey which ·said
involvement" with the senate, the bulk of his senate inexpe- Proctor) are seriously thinking
an_d extensive dealing with .the rience .would be made up in the _ about winning the election and
budget processes of student ' sumflIBC.►• when the elected pres- t~king the positio·n ," said Ab.
-organizations. ident and _vie~ president stay in londi.
Abondi had hi°gh accolades
This experience will enable . Durham to learn the ropes. , ·
Clarke, Jones' running mate.
for
summer
the·
said
Ablondi
Jones to get into office and start
working while the other tickets session helped him, but he added He said Clarlre had been "imU_N H student Cathy Breen was arrested for assaulting a Public
Oay Aspey/ Glen Harcourt and there is no way it can make, up pressive" in her first semester
, Safety officer with a whipped cream pt~. (Stu Evans photo) .
Kristy Markey/ Louise Proctor) f?r two years-of senate expeABLONDI, page 29
would have to· familiarize them'- rience.
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NTHESPOT
·.Are you.wearing blue jeans
Wednesday to sllpport gay
ancl lesbian rights?

~Tve read about it, but
haven't thought about it
. yet.''
· Lisa Dodge
Senior
Physical Education

uYes, I'm going to · wear,. .
them because I s;,,,pporf .
equal rights for everyone,,
gays and lesbiff~-S
included."
Tonya. Angwin :
SophomQre
History .

UNo ' I'm. not .b ut that
does1l't me.a n I'rn putting
. down gays or'. (esbians." ·
· j oe Golqen_
Junior
M:a th ....

;1¥.

StockWell ··

Tickets -$l S_tudents
~3- non-students ·

·. ffNo,l'm not weari~g blue
jeans to · support their _
rights; I don't feel f m well
, enough informed to make
a stand. ': ·
.
Roh Wolter ,,,
Freshman ··
Economics ·:~

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 1987

Sun unll hon ors'engi neer s
By Kenny Iwama
Governor John Sununu spoke
at the Tau Beta Pi initiation
banquet Sunday afternoon at the
UAC Community Center in
honor of the 28 outstanding
students inducted into the elite
enginering society, He offered .
a challenge before 90 listeners
including the parents of those
being hbnored.
"It's easy to glide through life
in a comfortable fashion," Sunu.nu said. "The challenge in
life is t.o accept the call of
respon~ibili ty, responsibili ty
that will make a difference."
Sununu graduated from MIT
with ·a mechanical engineering
degree. He was inducted into
the Massachuse tts chapter of
Tau Beta Pi, in 1969.
Sununu called for a great-er
inv.olvemeri t of engineers in
society. "We have kept the
world in the hands of lawyers
long ·e nough," he said. "There
is a quantitative world out there . .
The world is crying out to you. ·
By engineers becoming more
involved in policy1making there
-can be ir:riproveme nts with
mistrust and,,r~e quality of living
everywhere.
, The ,keynote speaker, Dr.
Alexander Amell of the UNH
chemistry department , addressed the, issue of facing a
challenge,.on e of motivation.
"Great leaders have become
great through their ability to
motivate, but there just aren!t
enough of them," Amell said.
"We ar~ not properly _motivat-

ing students starting from the
earliest grades. Legislature has
forced required courses upon
schools that destroy student
interest. Hopefully, you will face
the challenge to become successful in the motivat-ion of yourself
and of others.!'
Becoming a member of one
of the 195 collegiate chapters
of Tau Beta Pi is an achievement
of this motivation.
Only the top one-ei:ghth of
junior engineers are accepted,
one-fifth for seniors, and each
candidate must display exemplary character ..
For Ken ,Lamb_ert, a junior
mechanical. engineering major,
induction means satjsfaction.
"My being here with the others
means some_one is giving us
credit for ::ill the wor:k we are
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putting in and that's good.'·'
"It's an honor," said Mike
Lemlin, junior mechanical engineering major. "This foJfills ·
-an ambition I've had. I've always
wanted to be p~rt of an honor
.
.
_
society."
While this occasion marked
the initiation of new members,
. it also signalled a ti-me, for old
members to begin thinking
about leaving.
Michelle LaRoache, a chemical engineer and correspondin g·
secretary of- Tau Beta PL is
graduating in May. ''I' have no
qefinite plans for the fl,lture yet,'.'
she said. "But whatever 1 end
. up doing I'm going to remember
my responsibilit y to society as
an engineer and as member of
Tau Beta Pi."

Gay & Ltsbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"Plato's Philosophica l
Refleccions on Homosexual ity." Barbara Tovey, Professor
of Philo~ophy? will outline Plato's ~eliefs on gay.love and
p_roper·befrav.10r of gay men. Merrimack Room, MUB, 1- .
_
.
2.30 p,m.
:Stud~nt Re~1t~l #6-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
French/Italia n Film-"L'Ave u (Th~ Confession), " Room 303,
·
,
James, 3:30 p.m.
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"The Portrayal of
Lesbians and Gay Men in the. Media." Michael Bronski and
Stepane Poggi_ will discuss the bias evide~t in mass media ·
ancf why there 1s a need for a gay press. Sullivan Room, MUB,
·
7:30-9 p.m. ·
Titanic Lecture and Slide Show-Speaker; Jon H~llis. 'Be.r kshire .,
Room, New Emdancl Center, 8:30-10 p.m., free.

WEDNESD AY, APRIL 15
Gay_ & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-Bl1;1e Jean Day'.
Str~1ghts and gays are encour~ged _to wear blue Jeans to show
.
th~1r support for gay a°:d-lesbian nghts.
Gay' & Lesbian Cultural Aw_a reness· Fest- "Psychology and
Homosexua lity." Paul Cody, UNH Counselor will Iecture
on American Psychiatric's removal of _homose-xual ity from
its list of mental disorders, problems of gay and lesbians
seeking counseling and his experience as a gay psychologist. '
·
Merrimack Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
.Lacrosse-vs. Boston College. Coweir Stadium, 3 p.m.
Balomenos Lecture - 'The Growing Uses of Linear Algebra."
Alan Tu_cker, State University of New York, Stony 'Brook.
Part of a series intended for non-spedali sts ..Room Ll0l,
Parsons, 4 p.m.

Relax at the .private hot tub room rentals!·

·
• Showers Dressing Area and Stereo In lach Room •
Howels & Hair Dryers Furnished •Juices & Disposable Bathinq Suits Availaltle•
:
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•
I
I
' ·
•
• t I
I

I •
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RmRYA TIONS RECOMMENDED

(

French/Itali an Film-"L'Ave u (The Confession), " Room 110,
. _
·
.
Murkland, 7 p.m.

.

I
•

..

.

• . •

•

TAN BED 10_VISITS ONLY$35.00
o,..

12 .

Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest- "Homophob ia
Workshop." Oeen to heterosexual s and homosexuals interested
in overcoming fears about homosexuality. Hillsborough Room,
.
Ml!B, 7-8:30 p.m.

431-0994

.)

""''··Fri. & s.t. 801041487
(liter., ,,,_.,..llf) .

-inl4ff!tlat, '1112 , ••.

Movie-'Jesus ," a video presentation . Merrimack Room, MUB,
·
· 7:30-9:30 p.m., free. .

••

Facul,ty Lequre Series-"Cory Aquin9 and "People Power":
The Promise and the Realities." Presented l:iy Patrocinio
· Schwe!kart, Associate Professor of English. Alumni <:enter,
.
8p.m.

OFF CAMPUS

MOVING
I

•

•
•
•
•

Gay & Lesbia_n Cultural Awareness Fest'" "Pink Triangles.''
Film and discussion of society's treatment of gays and.lesbians:
.
Merrimack Room, MUB, 9 p.m.

Don't like to cook?
Grocery· lines a hassle? No .time to clean up dishes?
Got a Big Appetite?
Like to find -a bargain?

THURSDA Y, APRIL 16
Chemistry Lecture- ''N onaqueous Lithium Battery Electrolytes.''_,
Dr. Thomas Whitney of Duracell Corp. Room Ll03, Parsons, ·
·
.
.
·
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
· Brown Bag-it in the qalleries-Co ncert: Music Department
Flute Ensemble. Gallenes, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m.
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"The Shifting Role
of the ~esbian in English Literature." Luita Spanier, wi'll
retrace literary paths of authors who s~:mght freedom to express
themselves~openly and honestly: Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30- .
2p.m.

• Want a ·reaUy good meal ~
well balanced - nutritious - unlimited seconds?
ou need a UNH Dining Services ·

THEN

Women's. Studies Seminar Series-"Flui: e Music by Women
Composers. " A performanc e of solos and chamber music
by female composers. _Galleries, Paul Arts, 12:30-2 p.m . .

CoMKUTER.- )-(E.A1. t1.~tl

Earth Sciences Colloquium- "The A valonian and N ashoba .
Terranes of Sou_theastern New E_ngland." Dr. Chris Hepburn,
Boston, U01vers1ty. Room 119,Jaµies, 4 p.m.

Call Dining: 862-182 1 or dro,p by
-The Dining Busines s ·Office, rear of Stillings Dining Hall.

Latin American Fiim Series- "Death of a Bureaucrat, " is
entertaining , undogmatic, and hilarious attack on galloping
· bureaucracy. Murkland Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m., $1.

MISSED THE GAME?
LUXEMBURG
LONDON
ST. THO·MAS

$358"

The New Hampshire ,~

·269
710

CARACAS
AMSTERDAM
STOCKHOLM
HON·GKONG

279
418
464

764

Also, E1IIAIL PASSES, INT'L
STUDENT m, WOO/STUDY
AnoD, AYR CADS, LOW
DOMEfflC FAIES ud morel CALL lor

FBEE Slldent Travel Calilogl
(&l'l) 266-1926

COUNCIL TRAVEL

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly throughout the;! academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business.
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2' pm. Academic year subscription:
·,24.00. Third dass postage paid at Durh·am, NH 03824. Advertisers should
·' check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
·responsible for typograph•-::al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, if notified
: immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
. 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue

by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

CALENDAR INFORMAT ION MUST BE SUBMITTE D TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES ROOM 322 MUB
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

,

MUSO Film-"The Falcon and the Snowman." Strafford Room,
··
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
tiay & Lesbi_an Cultural Awareness ~est-Poetry ~eadings
by four lesbian and gay poets of theu works on life, love
and their places in the world. Belknap Room, MUB, 7:309 p.m.

_ 428 .

TEL AVIV

BOSTON

·

· ~

find out who won in

,

·

MUB Pub-Neil and the Nightlifes (Rhythym & Blues Concert),
·
. ·
.·
8p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 17
Outdoor Track-at Dartmouth w / Maine, Vermont
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"lmmed i'ate Family:
A play in Two Acts." Exploration into social realities ot
lesbians an.d gay men 1in relatio.ri to family, medicine andthe law and how they affect gay relationships . Strafford Room,
·
MUB~ 8-10 p.m.
MUSO Film-"Bring on the Night." MUB Pub, 8 and 10 p.m., .
'
·
students $2, general $3.
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Boa rd rev iew s
Gre ek issu es

OTICES
ACADEMIC
UNH LONDON PROGRAM : Application s are
due April 15 for the fall semester 1987.

CAREER
ORlENTA TION FOR JUNIORS: Sponsorel by
Career Planning and Placement. Mandatory for
those students wishing to use the services of the
-office riext year (on-campu s ' interviews and
establishing a credential file). Grad school preparations afld s_u mmer jobs/ internships will also
be discussed. Tuesday; April_14, Strafford Room,
MUB, 7-7 :45 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHO PS: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Small group
workshops _designed to help you identify your career
goals. Sign-up basis only in Room 203 Huddleston.
Wednesday, April 15 and Thursday, April 23, Room
203, Huddlestbn, 4:30-6:30 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registratio n is required. Use Computer
Services Trai_n_ing Menu -for online registration
or call 3667 or-stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster.
All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom
unless otherwise specified.
BEGINNIN G MS-DOS: Course teaches the basics
of the MS-DOS 16-bit operating system. The course
is not specific to a particular application or machine
and assumes you have completed Using Micro's
course or equivalent. Thursday, April 23, Forum
Room, Library; 9-11 a.:m. ·

GENERAL

UNH JUGGLING CLUB: The club meets every
Wednesday night in the MUB for OPEN juggling.
Check at Information Center for room and time.
Wednesday, April 15, MUB, 7 p .m.
PEER ADVISING FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
Sponsored by Psychology Club. Get advice and the
inside scoop on your fall classes from upperclassm en.
Thursday, April 16, 1-4 p.m. and Friday, April 17,
9 a.m.-noon, Undergradu ate Lounge, Conant Hall.
RELAXAT ION WORKSHO P: Sponsored by Non- .
Traditional Student Center. Presented by U:r:--IH
Health Services. An experimen tal workshop
allowing participants to work on and explore various
relaxation techniques as well as practice individual
coping skills. Thursday, April 16, Underwood
House, 3:30-5 p.m.
SPRING CELEBRAT ION 'Si: Citizen's Alliance
for Gay and Lesbian Rights (CAGLR) has been
invited to have a conference . Ther.e will be
workshops on parenting values, legal issues, AIDS ·
and more. Saturday, April 18, New England Center,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. $10 (no one will be refused
for inability to pay.)
EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE: Sponsored by New
Testament Fellowship at UNH. Sunday, April 19,
Front Lawn, MUB, 7-8:30 a.m. All welcome.

HEALTH
The following events are sponsored by Health
Education Center, Health Services.
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMO US MEETING:
Individuals concercted about their drinking or drug
· use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon
to _1 p .m.

Y

PEACE ,VIGIL: Sponsored· by Progressive Student
Network. A gathering of concerned people to discuss
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting
viewpoints and upcoming events. Thursday,
__ for individuals affected by a parent's problem
Flaspole, Thompson Hall, 12:30 p.m.
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30
p.m.
nonother
Join
:
BUNCH
PIZZA FOR LUNCH
traditional students for an informal pizza lunch
SAFE RIDES: A service for students that provides
on Fridays at Underwood House, noon: to 1 p.m.
safe transportat ion home for drivers under the
·
for $1 per slice.
influence of alcohol and/ or other drugs, and/ or
those riding with them. Thursdays, Fridays an& .
NEW
SEERS
WOMEN' S COMMIS, SION
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 862-1414.
Saturdays,
n
MEMBERS : The UNH P resident's Commissio
on the Status of Women is seeking new members
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMO US MEETING: Closed
to fill students, faculty, operating and PAT staff
meeting for women concerned about their drinking ~
in
interes~ed
are
you
If
1987-88.
positions for
drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to l p.m.
or
the
call
women's issues on carri"pus, please
Commissio n Office at 862-1058 for more infor MEETINGS
mation and an application form . Deadline for
8th.
May
is
applications
NEW TESTAME NT FELLOWSH IP MEETING:
meeting. Tuesdays, Room 103, Morrill,
Student
The
GOVERNO R BABBETT SPEAKS TO COCA:
7-8:30 p.m.
governor of Arizona will be speaking informally
on his recent refusal to send his National Guard
COALITIO N FOR DISARMAM ENT AND PEACE
to Honduras. Tuesday, April 14, B~lknap Room,
MEETING : Discussion of the issues relating to
meeting
MUB, 5 p.m. Please note time change on
Nuclear 'Arms buildup and organizing of activities,
··
this week! .
rallies etc. Wednesdays, MUB, 7 p.m.
PRESVICE
&
T
PRESIDEN
BODY
STUDENT
STUDENT S FOR NON -PARTISA N COM IDENT ELECTION S: Sponsored by Election
MENCEM ENT SPEAKER: Any senior who is
Committee of Student Senate. Elections for student
unhappy with the selection of this year's commencebody president, vice-preside nt, ~nd commuter and
ment speaker and/ or any student who wants · more
in
part
take
vote,
and
out
Come
senators.
Greek
input in the speaker selection process is
student
Wednesday,
and
14
April
the UniversitY: Tuesday,
attend. Wednesday , April 15, MUB, 5
to
invited
a.m.10
April 15. MUB 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Kingsbury
p.m.
4 p.m.; Library 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; McConnell 10 a.m.4 p.m.; Stoke 10 a.m. -4 p.m.; Philbrook 11 a.m.1 p.m. and 4-6 p .m.; Stillings 11 a.m.-1 p .m . and
4-6 p.m.; Huddleston 11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 4-7 p.m.

NOTICE INFORMA TION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

By Marianne Rice
The issues of negative stereotyping and improving the communication s between. the Greek
system and the University were
the main subjects presented to .
the Greek Review Committe e
at-Sunday night's student senate
meeting.
The committee , recently es_tablished by Dean for Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn, hopes
to define and strengthe n" the
relationshi p betweeen the University and the Greek houses.
By asking for student attendance
a't the meeting, the committee
hoped to g<!-in insight into wha-tthe students feel are the problem areas. Many varied opinions
were given which the committee
will eventually formulate into
recommen dations for Dean
.Sanborn.
· _"We have outlined some areas
of conflict which we would like
to hear opinions on," said Karen
Johnson, advisor to the Panhellenic Council and a member of
the review committee who led
, the discussio~. "Anything goes
as a suggestion to help us."
The committee is composed
of both Greek and non -Greek
members and includes Johnson,
two fraternity presidents artd
a sorority president, two non Greek senators, a fraternity and
a sorority advisor, two faculty
members, and a local chaplain.
"As you can see," said Johnson, "we have developed a broad
Greek non-Greek task force ."
The committe e asked for
opinions regarding issues such
as hazing, drug and alcohol use,
the role of women in the Greek
system, and the rights and
responsibi lities of both the·
University and the Greek houses.

"The main pr·oblem is the
negative stereotype s that are
all over the place," said Student
.Senator Greg Stephens. "It
seems that all that is talked
.about is the bad things." People
don't stress the good points. For
every bad experience I know~
I know five more good ones."
' Tara Mahon, a· sister at Alpha
Chi Omega said that when -s he
was considerin g joining a sorority, it was important for her
to know that the Greek system
wasJ ecogn,ized by the University as a student organizatio n.
... I think the problem now is
that the administra tion doesn't
know what is expected of.it,"
Mahon said. "The relationshi p
as a whole could benefit more
if at times Greek and adminis tration members could meet
together."
The committe e asked for
opinions on the Universit y's
responsibil ity toward hazing. . .
'The degree to which hazing
occurs on this campus is difficult
, to define since it is such a
general_, broad term," said Wally
Jenkins, a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha. "People need to be_
educated as to what is considered
hazin·g and to develop prope·r
attitudes to the value of the
_
Greek system."
When the students discussed .
the role of the Greek system as
a social outlet, they eventually
focused on the degradatio n of
women at fraternity parties.:
This was found to be a
campuswi de problem, not one ·
limited .to the Greek system ·
alone.
Educating students early
about the problems they wiH
encounter during their college
GRE_E~, page 12
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PRERE G ISTRATION
FOR THE ART DEPARTMENT - FOR FALL 1987

Tuesday April 14th
Majors and minors: 8-4 p.m. in A201.
Non-major sorminors : 6-8 p.m. inA218.
- l ~ ; c w c cw
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olor
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35m
Prints and -·
Slldes fromthe
sa•ro ll

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's profes,

sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same film-with
the same microfine grain and rich color ·
saturation - Hollywood's top studios demand;
Its.wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday
shots. You can capture special effects, too. Shoot
it iribright or low light-at ·up to 1200 ASA.
What's more, it's economical, And remember,
Seattle FilmWorks lets you choose prints or
slides, or.both, from the same roll.
11 1986 SFW
Try this remarkable film today!

: &,ree · ·Esti•mates···'··-=.-.-.- -.-.-:-:·:·: . :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:: : : ::_::::.

===============:::==:::=,:::==== ,

r---------------•

1 · FREE lntlOduc tory Offer
I D RUSH me two 20,exposure rolls of Kodak
I
I
I

Call c~~\t e

433-2214 evenings

MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2,roll
starter pack including Eastman 5247® and
5294.® Enclosed is $2 for postage and handling.
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

•---- ---- ---- •

NAME

I
I

ADDRESS

·I

STATE

CITY

ZIP

Mail to: Seattle FtlmWorks, 500 3rd Ave~W.

I _P.O. Box 34056, Seattle; WA 98124_ CODE
I 'Kodak, 5247 and 5294 arc trademarks ofEasnnan Kodak Co. Seattle

.;:.w~y

. F::W:.ks

=a:.c

:t_:c

;:n:_cru.;r-.:.o: ~~ •

Summe r Help . ·

/

·'l '

Position .needed: Sales clerks, Ass't Candy maker~/f'/ ;
-'
From early June through Labor Day.
. Please write
. , _, _
'\.. _of.t
Murdick's Fudge
1652 52nd.StOSo uthEast . ),t7v.
""\
Grand Rapids, Mich 49508
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.Now theres more.
tfian one way to get
thro ~ college. ·

,
•
.,.

.

.

lb get ahead in college. it helps if · comes \Yith eithert\\'O bui!t--in 800K lets you run ~'IS-DOS programs.
-\UU choose a brilliant roommate. Like a drin~s. {ff one drirc and jJ ·1 internal .
. ·\\ l1ichcrcr \laci11tosh \'OU choose
· ilacintoshpersomtl computer And nmr 20-rnegah)1e hard cli~k . ._\1.:,. 'Yell ~t~ a vou can L15e rhc iatest mosfadvanced'
there are t\vo models to choose from. choice o[two ne\r kcrhoarcis.
softv..-?re. [\nd that means \n1' 1'11 he able
Tl1e Macintosh Plus, which comes - Inside. ~he SE alsc>has an expai1- _· to work fastec i)CtLu and s111attt:r:
with one SOOK disk dri\'e ~md a full mtga- sion slot so you tan add a card tl 1at lets
~o two ways ahout it.
b)te of memory(expandable to four). . you share inforrnationorcr a cmmu~- ]
And the new Macintosh SE. \''11ich \\ idc llCI\IOl'k. Or anouwr C«rd that .

b
11e power to eyourbest.

Call Kevin Snow 868-9608 _.· .
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CHOMOLUNGMA .
(MT. EVEREST)
The North. Ridge Research
· Expedition 1986
A Slide/Lecture Presentation by
Jed Williamson of Hanover, NH ·
~xpedition Member
_• The Search for Mallory and Irvine
•The·attempt to have the first Amer... _
i~an woman summit the highf;st mountain

WED~ APRIL 15
GRANITE STATE ROOM
MUB
7:30 P.M.
.

$2. NON-MEMB ERS

'I

SOME CALL IT
SEDUCTION:

SUMMER
-

$1: OU,TJNG CLUB,f'v1EMBERS _

-

WORK

rethinking .r .a pe in th·e 80's

3500 students
,nationwide
'

'

•

'

J

.

\

Tuesday; April 21_7-9:00 Strafford Room MUB

•• $370 per week
I•

•travel ·
·
• valuable experience
_Interviews TQ:DA ·Y at
4:00, 6:00 and a:oo

A 26 minute film, "Rethinking Rape ," examines acquaintance
rape and its causes.
Followed·by a panel discussion
including:
I

p.m. Notch Room,

Jean Wetherby, Rc1pe Crisis Counselor
Christine Louis, rape victim ,
Scott Chesney, Assoc. Director Res .. Life
Maggie Morrison, Coordinator of S.H.A.R.P.P.
Andrew Merton, Assoc. Professor -of . English &
Journalist
·
·
'.Brian 'Millette, Resident Assistant

MUB

a place for questions, answers, and hones t discussion

I

1

Don't Miss ,Out!!
I

Sponsored by: Panhellenic Council, Phi Kap.pa Theta Fraternitythe Sexual Ha,r ass°'ent Rape Preve ntion Program
the UNH .Women's Commission
, the· Departmen~ of Residential Life ..
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IGay persecution discussed . IIr-~----~------~---~------,
HOP
.
~
I

ON

By Cindy Mathieson
in Switzerland. Although he in the Scottsboro Library.
·1
I.
Self-·def ined peace-nik and wasn't directly involved, Plant
Murray asked the librarian I1
II
polit.ical activist Hugp. Murray was aware of the gay persecution ' if she could -help him find
I.
spok~ out on gay persecution in Germany by corresponding information about the Scotts- I
boro Rape Case because he I
1· ·
with his friends.
Sunday night in the MUB.
·
_Eventually Plant decided he couldn't find even one reference - I
The Holocaust, usually associated with Jews in Nazi Ger- wanted to move to the U.S.
aotl lefnbe
EASTER SUNDAY BRUNCH ·BlJFFET
many, applies to gay men as where among other things, he
The librarian recovered I
well, according to Murray. lectured on the Gay Holocaust.
Murray: met Plant when he e,riough to return and tell Mut- 1 "Things were not only happenAPRIL 19
10 AM;;.l:30 PM
I ing to Jews but to gays," he said. _ attended one of -the lectures ray that she hardly ever got
1
Between fifty and sixty thou- about the Gay Holocaust. Being reque st s for it. She did happen 1
1
• SPECIAL EASTER TREATS FOR THE KIDS•
1
sand gay men were labeled with gay and being an activist con- to have a "semi-porn magazine,"
which.
had
a
story
about
I
1··
pink triangles and arrested, tributed to his interest in the
it, according to Murray.
\I
I.
subject.
Murray said.
Murray describes himself as
In the Scottsboro Case there I
I,
At first gay men were not
~.LU.LI..LU.LI.IJ.UI~
-I
treated badly, according to Mur- having been active even before were tweive black men accused I
AT THE FRANKLIN - I
ray. Hans Rohm, one of Hitler's the sixties in standin-g up for of raping two white girls, said I
black rights. The topic of his Murray, nine were arrested..
closest friends was gay.
II
FITNESS CENTER
1.
The nine ,men accused of rape
Shortly after the legal Nazi Doctorate was 'going to be On
1
·
,
13 Jenkins Court I
party was established in 193 3 the Scottsboro Rape Case in would have been put to death I
for it if the Communist Party I
·
. _
868-6611
I·
gay bars were shut down. H,itler Alabama in 1931.
He ran into ·many roadblocks in America hadn'tcoine to their I
.·
I
strove to stabilize a post World
War I Germany by emphasizing along the way. The first place
he tried to research the case was GAYS,page 24
social norms, Murray said.
Behavior which was consi, dered deviant was outlaw,e d.
Anti-pornography laws were
put into effect and Hitler vowed
to protect the country from
Communist threats, Murray
said.
"Eventually Hitler decides ·
to get rid of Rohm," Murray
said. Now enforced was a ban
on gay behavior. "It was the
beginning of the end for everybody."
"There comes a point where
the _law can be used to round up
t
anybody," Murray said. Some.:
- times men who even looked
, \losely at the man in ~ heterosexual couple. were jailed for
h?mosexuali ty.
People _from all different,
wa!_k~ . oJ. _life- were seoJ _so ~
con<;:,e ntration camps after bemg
- arrested for deviant behavior.
"They were doing grizzly experiments on everyone," Murray
said.
Hoess, commander of Auschwitz, tested male lovers by
putting one of them with a
female prostitute to see if he
· ~- could perform sexually. Sometimes all _the gay men would be _
put in the same quarters to sleep
at night irith the lights on. Th~y .
· were instructed to keep their
hands on the outside of their
blankets or they were punished, ·
Murray said.
"Gays would be treated very ·
badly in the camps,' ' Munay
sa:id. He stressed that they were
. not alone. Jehovah's Witnesses,
Catholics and Jews were all
persecuted as well. Each had a
different colored triangle. _
·
Nazi Germany was eager to
get rid of the deviants in their
society who had betrayed them
in WWI, according to Murray. ,
"Marty Germans felt they hadn't
lost the war, but they had been
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
stabbed in the back;" Murray
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
, said.
· Eurailpasses are available.
The association of weakness
and femininity was connected
• Kemwe.l Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
with gays, Murray said. A weak
week short term and even lower !or long term rentals.*
and effeminate man doesn't fit
into an Aryan or superior race,
• Prepaid H6telpa~ coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19
Murray said,
·
European Countries.**
"A gay is like a hen that
doesn't lay an egg ... so you cook
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
it,'.' Murray said. Some gay men
Frankfurt.
escaped being sent to the final
death camps. One of these men
• We fly from _New York, Chicago, Boston, .Baltimore/Washington
lived to co-author a book with
and Orlando.
·
~
Murray.
Richard Plant aqd Hugh
Murray wrote a book called The
Pink .Triangle. Plartt was
warned ahead of time what was
going to happeri to gays in
.
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Germany by a gay stormtrooper,
·· . Fare facts: Super Ape){ Fare \s valid 6/1/87 thru 917/~7, 7 day minimum/60 day maximum. Payment 14 d_
ays prior to departure. Fares subjectto
said Murray in an interview.
·cha_nge. Penaltyfor rancellat,on, $3 departure tax an~ $10 U.S. customs/immigration fee. Limited availability, other restrictions may apply.
'
He left ,Germany _and con- ,
*Prices based on rate '.Jf exchange 2/11/87. **Reserv~tions subject to availability. Full refunds with a 14 day pnor cancellation.
tinued to study at a university
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Sp rin g ju bi lee to be ne fit M S

By Wendi Smith
Snively Arena parkin g lot will
look more like a New Englan d
fairgro unds compl ete with carCall Dept. of the Arts
,7,
nival rides and game booths for
·'
• , -.>',! ~./
the first ever Spring Jubile e
862-2190
,~
Carniv al on Sunda y, April 19.
Tuesdays & Thursdays
·1•
"-,-.-,i1!; J__ The carniv al will benefi t Mul1!11--1111!
- . .~. . _. . tiple Sclerosis.
Chip Trigli one, found er of
UNH Enterp rise Associ ation,
SUMMER JOBS
said Spr.ing Jubile e "will be a
at camp for
· rJi
way to bring the whoJe UNH
underpriv ileged iO
/J
to 12 year-old
comm unity togeth er wfieth er
·
New Hampshi re ooys. Nine demandi ng
Greek, academic or on a sports
but rewarding Neeks on island-ba sed
team."
.
program. Salar)>'. $1000, plus room
and board, for summer Work/stu dy
Triglio ne expects the carniva l
possibility. Requires dedicatio n,
to succeed-because "If you're not
and an affinity. for the outdoors 1
' 21 or in the Greek system or on
and athletics
a sports team, there is not much
For more Information write:
to do on weekends."
Alan M. Cantor, Ex. Dir
Paul Husse y, .a comm uter
PO Box 120
M''" yL.1EW
Bristol NH 03222
A ,1
studen t from Dover , learne d
or cali' 603-744-6131 ,i ·
Pro~_ram
about Spring Jubile e throug h
l
poster s he saw in academ ic
buildings. .
"It's an excell ent idea, and
will allow me to get togeth er
with friend s on campu s that I
haven' t seen for a while."
Jenk ins C~u rt • _868- 7031
Many di'ffer ent events will
take place during the carniv af
with differ ent group s contri buting to the jubilee.
Doree n Bower s, from the
electronicalli type d
New Hamp shire chapte r of
Multip le Sclerosis said, "We are
very happy about the carniv al
and volunt eers from the staff
will help in any capaci ty they
can." ,
25 resum es, match ing sheets , envef opes
·
The chapte r will help run die .
benefi t auctio n on April 25 at ·
ma~e easily w / our 1 yr. memory storage .
3 p.m. Some of the items to
auctio ned off are a $200 wa-.
. Open 8:30-5:30, Mon-Fri .
terbed , a $260 memb ership to
the Worlls ~n Q'over, two pajrs
1

1

, •

of Rayba nd sungla sses and two field Fair, will also be there.
tickets to a Jay Leno concer t at
Radio ' statio n WERZ will
Club Casino in Hampt on.
· broadc ast live from the carniva l.
·:This will be a great way to and disc jockey Pete Falcon
i,,will
get things for under what they emcee the auction.
.
would norma lly retail for,"
Trigli one said admis sion to
Triglio ne said.
the carniva l is free. He expect s
The Greek system will con- betwe en 10,000 and 20,000
tribute booths to the carnival.
people to attend the fOl.ir~day
Sigma Beta fratern ity wil-1 event.
.
have an ice cream booth. Sigma
Triglio rie hopes the carniv al
Beta presid ent Dave Halla! is will raise betwee n $10,00
0 and
coordi nating the .Greek system $15,000.
booths ' set up.
Trigli one is busy tying up
"We as a Greek system want- loose ends in the last few weeks
ed to suppor t our own charity," before the carniva l takes
place.
Hallal said. "The $30 we pay
He has been organi zing· the
for a booth goes to Multip le event since October. He
started
Sclerosis, but the proceeds from talkin g to studen t volunt
eers
our booth s go to the Specia l · during registr ation.
Olympics."
Brad Rober ge, who becam e
Halla! has also help organi zed involv ed in Decem ber said,
"We
a n.ig-of -war and volley ball are mainly lookin g for
enthut0urna ment on Sunda y, April siastic and energe ticpeo
ple who
26. Troph ies will be award ed could give a lot and
were also
to the winnin g teams.
willing to work withou t pay."
The UNH Outing Club will
"Now there is a core group
have a dunkin g booth and area of about 15 people ." Triglio
ne
busine sses will have booth s said "The group is very
diverse
showin g off their mercha ndise. and not allare business majors
."
Austin 's of Dover will sell
Janet Quain, who is involv ed
dothes at reduced prices.
in advert ising for the carniv al
Skip Roger s, manag er of . said•, "Bein g ·involv ed
with
Austin 's said,"T he carniv al is Spring Jubile e has taught
me
giving us · great expos ure and a lot about adverti sing. It's
been
will allow u-s to show our a great experie nce." ,
clothes ."
"The UNH Enterp rise As"Duri ng the carniv al, any sociat ion was set up to
give
UNH studen t with a valid ID people experie nce in setting
up
will be able to get a card printed and runnin g a busine ss,"
Triup, free of charge , that will allow glione said "'and to help
those
the individt1,al to have 15 percen t who want to start their
own
off anythi ng in the store, fore- business someday."
ver," Rogers said.
"Sprin g Jubile e is a vehicl e
Rockw ell Amus ement s, the that the associ ation used
to
compa ny supply ing the games
.
,
and carniva l rides for the Deer- c JUBILEE, page 12 · ·
"
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Find o U t · . . ·· ,
all ·about!.

Th er e are -jo bs available ·
for anyorie interested in
th e-n ew sp ap er -

•G ra ph ics ·
•P ho to gr ap hy . .
• Reporters.
•T yp ist s
Sto p by Ro om 151 in the MU B
to fill ou t an app lic ati on.
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Dinner remembe rs Titanic
Hole Oce-anographic Institute dalow Real Estate have contribBy Mary Tamer
A fundraising dinner at the (which later appeared in Na- uted to this event.
Griffith said, "There are a lot
New England Center tonight tional Geographic) was to atcalled "A Night to Remember," tend tonight's lec~ure but had of peopJe who care about the
will commemorate the fateful to decline due to another assign- library."
The Tfranic displays will be
sinking of the ocean l1ner Ti- . ment.
While the dinner may be too ·at the Dimond Library until
tanic 75 years ago today. The
event is sponsored by the expensive for most (tickets April 14. Other additions of the
· range from $ 50 to $100 per- "Rubaiy~t of Omar :f(hayyam"
Friends of the Library.
The Titanic sunk ori its maid- - person), those not able to attend have been borrowed by Griffith
en voyage, taking with it 1,522 have still made generous dona- from Cornell University and are
lives and a very special book of tions. Local businesses such as . part of this display. Their
unm.easurable value. The Ru- Houghton's Hardware, The priceless jeweled bindings of
baiyat of Omar Khayyam Franklin Fitness Center, Ben- the same London company are
sparked the interest of UNH jarriins, Town & Campus, The · detailed works of art that should
librarians Bob Reed and Joan Tin Palace, Gr.eat Bay Racket not be missed.
Griffith and · led them into a thih , Ben's Marina, and Gun month long preparation of "A
Night to Remember."
"Boarding will begin at
5:30 ... " the invitation. begins,
giving the guests a hint of the
cruise like atmosphere the New .
England Center will possess
tonight. The dining room will
be decorated in palms and music
of the period' will be performed
live. A five-foot long ice sculp·ture of the Titanic, made by Chef
Tim Jackson, will be displayed
at the buffet table.
At 8:30 p.m. a lecture and
slide show will be presented in
the Berkshire Room of the NEC
by Jon Hollis, une of the world's
leading authorities on the his. tory, construction, and loss of
the 'J;'itanic. This lecture is open
tb the public and all are encour- ·
aged to attend.
The initial inter.est in this
project be_gan when Reed and
Griffith visited the binding
company of Sangorski and Sut.!
- cliffe .in London, Bngland where
The Rubaiyat of Omar
_Khayyam was proquced. , This
one ot a kind book contained
1,051 semiprecious stones in
· its binding as well as· 5,000
·separate pieces of leather and
100 square feet of gold leaf.
The book was one of the
greatest material losses .of the
Titanic and a copy of "The
Omar" was soon ·made by Sutcliffe's nephew, Stanley Bray.
This copy also met a tragic end
during the b_litz on London in
.World W-ar II wherr the binding
company and the books in it
including the second "Omar"
were badly damaged. Bray, 79,
is currently working on the third
production of this same book.
There have been many coincidences surrounding the sinking of the Titanic, many of
which will be discussed in
Hollis' lecture tonight. Martin
Bowen, a 1975 graduate from ·
UNH who had taken pictures
of the Titanic for the Woods
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land a good summer job•

GET·PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
:MASTER BARTENDERSCHOOLilrs
EASY AND FUN: TEL (~)869-3718
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BARTINDIR
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Juniors,Seniors &Grads•••

GIVE .YOURSE
SOMEC EDIT!

APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...

• Bring a photocopy of
your School l.D.
• No cosigner 'required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

~
Durham Bike
APRIL 1987 SALE
•GYRO helmet 7.5 oz. $69.96-$59.95
• LOOK SPORT PEDAL $69:95-$7 4.95
• LOOK COMPETITION PEDAL
$129.95-$109.95
•MAV IC LOOK PEDAL $129 .95,
$99.95
• BELL WINDJAMMER HELMET
$39.99-$29.95 .
• MONARCH Z90.4 HELMETS $50$34.95
•CANNONDALE TOURING SHOES
$40-$14.99
•DE TTO PIETRO RACING CLE ATS
$39.99-$19.95
•WOOL TRAINING JACKETS NYLON
FRONT $45.95
•TREK 760 RACING FRAME R531
$349.95
•TREK 720 TOURING FRAME R531
$495-$375

Date:, April 14th & 15th
Time: 9 a~m.-5 p.m .

Place: MemoriaLUnion Building

HOURS: M-S 9-5 THURS

-9-6:30 SUN 12-4
19-Jenkins Court
Durham, .N.H .

. 868-5634 -

® Citicorp, 198.6

CITIBAN<O~ ·.
Citibank {South Dakota),

•NA Member FDIC

1
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o Speed

• Economy

Jenkins Court • Durham New Hampshire 03824 • Tel: 6:13-869-7031

.FULL C·OLOR.COPIES .
copies, transparenci.es,~iron-Dn transfers ·
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_showman. went to Holly And- on her floor made her promise
erson. Anderson, a sophomore . to do it, and "for the hell ofit."
...I knew nothing, everything.
Animal Science major, went on
to co·mpete in the Premier · was foreign to me," Szepsy said.·
· "They had to tell -me which ·end
Showman competition.
·
··
The only showpersort in Sa- of the cow was the head."
Szepsy said she completed the '
ttirday' s competition not in the
Animal Science major, or even · training, worked with the animin College Life Science and al for three weeks, and we·nt
Agriculture was Tina Szepsy, through with her promise to
a Pqlitical Science major. Szepsy enter the competition ri.ng in
.· Siiid she -entered the dafry cow onkr to learn abnnt a different
competition because a friend

experience, and different people. ,
"I wore pearls into the ring,"
·she said. "I didn't want to change
my image.'·'
Szepsy explained how she felt
in the show ring.
She said, "I was shaking, and
the c;ow kept running into me."
Szepsy won 3rd place for her,
efforts, but said,
«once is enough."

GREEK-------(c~mrinued from page 6)
years was also stressed by · did~te Kris.ty Markey said t:hat could come · in and see what the
Student Body President Jay the Greek system "encourages houses do. They also proposed
Ablondi, a member of Sigma unhealthy drinking habits," such -creating a network where each
as drinking in the early morning house would have one university
Beta fraternity.
_
"It is the responsibility of the hours and sponsoring relay advisor to act as a go-betw wen
University ~o teach students races. Senator Larry Donovan to the ·administration and the
about the effects of alcohol and challenged her position ..
Greek houses.
"You find that type of behavdrugs," he said.
"An advising system should
Charles Jones, chairperson ior in non;Gteek settings as in be the best way to s-tart dealing
of academic affairs council sug- . Greek ones, he siad. "It is a with these issues of commungested such as dur.ing freshman campus wide social problem."
ication," said Jenkins. ''That
Final suggestions by the stu- could be a good first step to a
orientation.
"It's better to create .safer, dents to strengthen the •link successful relationship." ,
..
more positive attitudes early between the administration and
The committee will utilize
than to try to change them when the Greek systei:n induded the the opinions they rece.i ved in
you're halfway through school," . possibility of having the Gr:fek qeveJoping a set of recommenhouses hold open house hmi~s . d~ti_o ns:,to give to Dean Sanborn .:
he said.
Student
body
president
canwhere f~~~l-~Y-_ or other students _eady next month.
,.- . ..
- -- - - " "-';"" "~ • - ·

New Hampshire

P-~!~~1(5

We have moved-please no_te our new address - ,
.

-

T-Shirts

•.t:tooded Pullovers· • Tott>s • Baseball Caps
.'.
• Sweat~hirts • Golf Shirts • Ap~ns • Custom Designs
Plu_
s Hundreds of Specialty Advertlslnt Items
In-House Ar•I Dept

· ' ., 603'1431-8319"·

(continued from page 10)
.. simvl~!e:J.his ,t ~per~ence," Tri-.
glione 'sai.d. "Essentially the t
.. business of running and putting ~:
.:t pgether the carnival, started {
as · an idea. Through operations,
. finance, a? vertising, etc... We _,
;,,hra•1re,:.kaF-n 1 ng -h ow q t'0'"'Wl·,1'ket, a· ,
.. b.usi11:e_ss into a :m9ney ma.k ing
~· ejfrerprise." 0

Aut umn Pond P~rk , Rte. 101, • ~~rtsmouth N H .

(

-JUBILEE-

$2·~:oc;~········~..-----~-$2Q°~o ·
DO YOU NEED SOM
SPENDING MONEYl
M~IE! Subjects 'needed for study
·on law .and behavio·r.
..

'

@0 .@J@J @J ~ -~ ·@) ~ -@~ ~ ~ ~@)'@ ~ ·~@]

•W e . will p_a y you "$20.00for your
part'jc-ipation·.- The pnly restriction
is thalt you must live ON C,A MPUS. '
· Ple'ase coni¢ tO11" Ro~m
101 ; in Conint •
.'

:Hall
• ...\_

·..

•

-

.

.

C

Thursday, April 16
7:30p.m.
estions concerning this
ur ·participation in it, ·please .
hn at Ext. 3197. .

72 Mirona Road, Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801

603/436-0022

-~-Career Opportunities
,· Assistant Dep,artment Manager
Full Time Floor Supervisors
Accounting Position

Sum!Iler Help
Part/Full Time Supervisors ·
SalesAisociates-All Pepartments

Bene.f its
20% Discount
.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Medical Coverage
401K Savings-Retirement Fund

Sign up for an interview at the Placement Off ice, Huddleston,
April 20, 21, 22. Interviews will be held Monday, April 27th.
Or call Camille Brady, Personnel
Manager, at
436-0022 .
.· ' . .
.
.
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We afl have times when life brings us trouble
We feel sad_,
We feel mad_,
or angry_, crossed_, ·
.
depr~ssed or perplexea ...
And ·we don-'t know where to turn ... ·
And only if we could talk to someone..
Someone who listens,
someone who cares.
Someone our own age who can relate
·
to the problems that affecf us all
from time· to tim-e... ·

.

--

Co,£>

---

J,_,,-.,; -----

G--,.,..~- -----

SAVE .A FORTUNE

Well wouldn-'t vou know?
Help isjList a phone call away.

In today's world of high prices and -service at a snail's ·
pace, it's great to see an exception to the rule. At Kinko ·s
you get the highest quality copies available at a price that
will save you a for_tune. And if you doh 't take advantage of
our great service and prices - well, that's the way the
cookie crumbles. .

creat copies. creat people.

g62-22q3
51 Mai·n .Street; Durha m
868-63 22·

Cl),

lcll h,u ~~~NH

1-~00-';~2-1341
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Neil and .the MU B Pub Mas her
By Jim Carroll

They do it their own way.
"The Nightlifes are a six man
The band tries very hard to
rhythm and blues revue with add, diat little bit o.f swing. They
a little swing and a lot of soul."
have gone through a whole slew
This sentence from Neil and of drl'mmers. They presently
the Nightlifes· press informa-- use two drummers: Mike Yelle,
tion is pretty ·accurate.
a student at the Berklee school
They are composed· of six of music who can't always make
men: guitarist Lex Romane it, and Jamie Decato, the
saxophonist Joe Riillo, key- drummer who travels with the .
boardist Mike DeValliere, bas- band. Mike already has, the
sist John Ross, _drummer Mike swing and Jamie is learning.
Yelle, and fronrman Neil Ein- Neil Einstein is a former
stein. They- are all older than drummer who expects a foe from
most of the rock and roll per- the rhythm section. So the band
formers playing full time ,in the has gone through a lot of
area, bur they are by no means drummers.
old men. They love the music
The soul part is easy. Accordthey play.
i_ng to Chuck Chaplin, keyboardThey play rhythm and blues. ist with Ben Baldwin and the
Mose people who advertise for Big Note, Neil lives on a diet
a Neil and the Nightlifes show of Nyquill and Bosco. That's
find it easiest to com.pare them soul, if, not sickening. Guitarist
to the other rhythm and blues Lex Romane is apt to disappear
revue, the Blues Brothers, a fact for short periods of time, emergthat .prompts mixed reactions ing just in time for the gigs.
from the band. The Blues Broch- When he does show up he sings
e rs were a band of fantastic Van Morrison be~cer than Van
musicians playing equally good Morrison. They like and live the
_M ike Yelle, John Ross, Neil, Mike DeValliere
music, so the comparison is music they play.
·
somewhat flattering. Besides,
Neil and the Nightlifes will and Lex Ramone with Joe Riillo in the foreground.
Neil looks like John Belushi in be playing in the MUB pub on (Nightlifes photo)
the band's promotional photo. . Thursday April 16. If they sound
The band doesn't like the weird by my description, they' re
comparison because they have · not, they' re nice people. They
an identity of their own. They play good music and they like
play "J"ake Five" .by Dave Bru- Becks Beer. A couple of them
beck as well as the obligatory have kids, and a couple of them
Booker T. and the MGs' "Green don't. They don't hit audiences
Onions.'.' They do a bunch of over the heads with overbearing
songs by v a·n Morrison, and attitudes or blearing white ·
DOORS OPEN AT 8 PM
they al~o do soineJ~mes Brown. noise, they just play music and
That is the- Rhythm and Blues. people dance a lot.
$3
student admission
·

PERFO RMING THURS DAY NIGHT ·
-IN THE MUB PUB

JONES-----------(continued from page 1)

Just Arrived ...

AVIA ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
SPRING '87 MOD'ELS

Now you can save $10 a pair on discon- ·
t1n ued A VIA shoes for ru ri ning and
tennis!
Men's & Women's 750tennis
Reg. $ 4 6 .95-$49.50
SALE $36.95-39.50
Men's & Women's 5-90 running
Reg. $49.50
SALE $39.50

court, the language of the two
articles is too similar to be
merely coincidental.
"We still believe other things
were ta.ken from our platform,"
Apsey said.
.
Heisenberg said only -the
enrollment issue was incorporated into the Jones/Clarke
article.
Harcourt said he hung two
posters outside the New Hampshire office because he believed
the -p_a per had w_illfully 'leaked

out" the Apsey /Harcourt article
to the Jones/Clarke committee·.
Apsey sa-id ir- was also a way to
"vent their frustration" on what .
they believe has been "slightly
unfair" campaign coverage by
the newspaper.
.
One poster read: The New
Hampshire should apologize
to the Apsey /Harcourt· t-icket
on the front page!!! Some-of you
edite>rs should be embarrassed
from taking heed to such sly
_ tactics and, if you can respect

-Wanted :_
Staff- fo r NH b oys -camp
. Specialty areas: · Tennis, trip ;crafts, archery, canoe, craft's-_
wood working .and sports coaching.
~~ R,ol,j ~ ·

.

· ta\a~

For iofci. please contact:
Ho urs: Mo n -Fri 9 -5:30
Sa t 9 -5

CA. Downie
PO Box 1147 .
Wolfeboro, N.H. 03894
569-45 31 after "!_: 30 p.m. ·

Tel. 868,- 5584
(loc,;;:ted n e xt to the Bagelry)

_ ll111ood

them for spreading rumors and
stealing articles, then you seriously_ should sit down and ·
think things over.". The other ·-poster- read: "The
New Hampshire lets Apsey/ Ha- .
rcourt forum article. leak out
before printing. The ed1tors of
the New Hampshire consider
fal.s·e rumors when deciding
candidate endorsement! (A bias
presented by the only campus
paper) The New Hampshire's
integrity is on the line."
David Olson, Editor _in Chief
of The New Hampshire, saicl
Harcourt apologized for putting
the posters up. "The New
Hampshire has bent over backwards to provide unpiased campaign coverage," Olson said .
"We had nothing to do.with this
incident. As far as the ~ndor-·
sement g0es, we did_n 't consider
any 'false ru·mors.' Our endorsment was based in fact and not
fal!acy," he said.

--DORM-<contim_1ed from page 1)
Russ said the hall staff was
"incredible," as, they worked
' with grnups of students, discusse_d the facts of the situation
and updated them, and provided
· refreshments and support for
the resident~. Next, they plan
to coordinate transportation for
residents to go to the wakes and
funerals, and they also want to
plan a campus_memorial service
for next week·
Castle said 30 to 40 students
went to the Palm Sunday mass,
which illustrated "some of the
togetherness" exhibited by the
residents. Funeral services will
be held in the respective hometowns on Wednesday.

--CAR
(continued from page 1)
cleaning up.
.
"It was the loudest crash you
could ever hear,'' O'Malley said.
"When I ran up front I saw the ·
car. It had landed about four feet
· from the front bf the restau rant.''
Jeff Swift, an Alpha Tau
Omega brothe·r, also heard tpe
crash.
"I was just sitting on the'stoop
of ATO talking-ro a friend when
I heard a loud screeching. I ran
down and opened the car door.
She was conscious, but she was
hysterical." Swift_said.
·Swift gave Dumorit first aid
while O'Malley ran inside ·to put
ice in his apron to put on her
face.
The police arrived on the
scene quickly. Swift continued
_to perform fir.st aid until Emergency Medical Technicians
@MT) arrived. ·
.
Dumont was rushed to WentworthDouglass Hospital, where
she was treated for a broken jaw
and facial lacerations. Dumont
said her jaw was operated on
over the weekend.
According to Durham offi cials, Dumont- was not intoxicated.
Dumont is very upset apout
rumors concerning -the natur~
of her accident. _"I wasn't drunk
at al l"., she said. "I w as just

·-

12 Jenkins Court
.

.

. .._

_We --Deliver
7 days a week

·5 p.m.-midn.ight
Fast service
call 868-2009
Sun, .Mon, TueS open .until l a.m~
·
1
2· a m
,•
W Th F Sat Open Unt I

, , , . _ -.. • •,

:~~i~:d:r~;rt:~r.~~~,i~

restaurant will remain open for
business for the rest of the
school year. The rebuilding. will
· be put o_ff until the summer.

l.____.........................................·---~...~-__.......-.............._......! ~;f~;;j~:~l!Ii~l~~~1:r.~
• • • • • • • • ri,, • ' • • • • • '~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r• • Ii\ !6 • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r• •

-=• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '• • • ~ .,..chusetts.
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THE HUMANITIES PROGRAM lS P-LEASED : TO ANNOUNCE ...

ANEWCOURSE

sssssss.sssssssss.ss .

Humanities 510: Humanity and Nature: Is Nature the Measure of All Things?
How ought human beings to live? An examination of the art, literature,
philo_sophy, and science of the ancient world.

■ A DISTINCTIVE COURSE ■
(

~.

Team_;taught .by faculty from the Departments of Arts, English, History and Philosophy.

In registering for the course students will select a discussi~n secti~n in one of four disciplines- -arts,
English, history or philosophy. Each section satisfies a specific ·g eneral education .category:
51 OA arts: Fine Arts
51 OB English: War.ks of Literature and {deas
. 51 OC history: Historical Perspectives
51 OD philosophy: Philosophical I? erspectives
Students ·are thus allowed to concentrate on a particular discipline while receivj.n'g an interdisciplinary
general education.
·

Humanities 510 is the first of four, team -taught courses over the ne.xt two years that will explore
the humanities from ancient Greece to modern society. If you sign up for all four, taking a different
discussion section each time, you will satisfy four general education_requirements.

'

/

. FALL SEMESTER 1987
Monday/ Wednesday 10-11
Friday i0-12

LIMITED ENROLLMENT
Sponsored 'by the National
Endowment for the Humanities
j

For more information call the Advising Center

(862 -2064)
,~ ~ef..~~

or .Humanities Program Office (862--:3724). ·
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Editorial
I

Snack ·bar impa sse
I

The time has come for the administration,
and specifically Ingeborg lock, dir,e ctor
of Dining Services, to stop giving the
students of this University the grand runarou.n d and state once and for all their
position on the proposed snack bar.
Does the University want the snack bar,
or are they going to ,~ontinue to stagnate
progress on the idea by brushing the
students off?
At the end of last year, both the student
senate and the student population in general·
was excited about the prospect of having
a snack 'bar on campus, a place -where
students could go for a stu --1v break or a
change of pace.
Then, over the -summer, problems arose
and for a while it looked as if there would
not be a s·n ack bar, due tq poor planning
on the part of the University.
·
But through the work of the student
senate, namely the Residential Life and
Dining Services Council, the idea of a snack
bar was not discarded.- All this year the
1

council worked on the project, both on ·their
own arid with the University administration, including Ingeborg Lock, director of
Dining Services.
·
Problems arose when proposed sea~ing
fell from 65 seats, to 33 seats, 24 seats, 16
seats, and finally no seating at all. Thi,s
would make the snack bar not a snack bar
at all, but a convenience store, not unlike
th,e ones in Durham that are open more
often and for longer hours. ·
-Then it became dear that the students
wanted something Lock did not: Students
wanted American -:- style fast-food - Lock
wanted a European-style cafe. Well, the
snack bar is for students, and not Lock.
Students should decide what will be served·.
But then financial problems cropped up.
With an American food menu, Lock said,
rhe snackbar could not break even within
three years, and therefore was financially
unacceptable. Student senators disagree
with this. According to Residential Life
and Dining Services Chairperson Rob

Radler, "It wouldn't have been too hard
for her to come up with a plan. H she wanted
to she could have done it."
·
Student Body President Jay Ablondi
agrees. "It has taken a year to come up with
something that shouldn't be that hard to
do."
.
This brings to mind an intersting
question - If Lock is opposed to the ideaof a snack bar, then what incentive would
there be to come·up with a workable plan
for an American-food menu?
Ablondi has said Lock is one administrator who is notorious for her poor dealing
with studerits. It is time to cast all the
doubletalk aside. Ingeborg Lock should state once and for all her position on the snack
bar. Does she support it or is she opposed
to seeing it come to life?
The students want the snack bar, and
the senate has been working to give it to
them. It would be a great shame for the
wants of one administrator to go ahead
of the students.
1•

s
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sorry, butfacts are facts, and I want choice?" Or. does the editorial inf~r
~ other candidates have the guts to
to make sure that the most respon- that all nine New Hampshire
stand up to the administratiohn."
sible posit ioh in student govern - editors support the Jones/Clarke
This annoys me. I know two of
ment is portrayed by a responsible, ticket.
the candidates running because they
trustworthy and committed student.
Possibly, in good f;iith, the edare fellow student senators. I believe
To the editor: ·
So far, the Apsey-Harcourt ticket
they always ~ote their conscience
, Rhetoric is a very useful tool is not representing that commit- itorial was an attempt to represent
the views of the majority of stu including
when it concerns the
/when campaigning. It makes one ment or that responsibility
To
the
Editor:
to dents. However, if this is the case,
administration.
appear more fluent on policies, it learning the functions of
Reading about Kristy Markey's
the senate why should we have an election.
Most of the rest of her views are
creates an aura of professionalism, (ie: have missed
entrance into the election for the
more than one Every year we can just now ask the
too entertaining (hum6rous) to be
and most of all, it can fool your third of the meetings,
student
body
president
both
enter·
and were New Hampshire who should reaudience/ constituency. I was at the removed from the Academic
tains and annoys me. I am not offensive. I don't think she i:-,lans
Affairs present us as Student'Body Presdebate for the presidential candi- Council because
against her (or anyone) running. on wi_nning. Her platform includes
they didn't attend ident and Student Body Vice Pres_dates for SBP and SBVP and must However, when running she should a "cutback (of) fifty percent on the
Jhe meetings) . How can anyone feel ident. I find it insulting that you
administration." It wou)d be very
admit that the rhetoric applied in · go9d about putting
them in office? (the editors) do not have enough . try to be fair to those who she talks hard for her to work with the
that debate represents the last part They are very good
about
(such
as
the
current
student
speakers, press faith in students to allow them to
of t-he former statement: fooling ent themselves well,
body president and vice president). administration when she tells them
and look like make their own decisions.
the audience. A distinction should politicians. However
after · the
I believe it is your job to present ·she should not slur anyone's repbe made between empty rhetoric rhetorical smokescreen has
utation, and I quote "none of the Continued, page 23
blown . issues of concerns for students. In
and rhetoric. Empty rhetoric is vety away, I believe we are left
with no mo's t instances a mere "reporting"
devious aµd plays at an audience's substance. Think
while you read 1 of the issue is sufficient. Some
spirit. The careful listener, though, and listen to their campaign
of instances an opinion is warranted.
caQ. logically pinpoint false argu- empty rhetoric, and be honest
to If an opinion is given, it should be
, ments and not succumb to flowery, . yourself. Do you
think they can do limited to that. Rather than perspirit-lifting crapola. These state- it? As one person claimed
toward
DAVl"D C O LSON . Edit or-in-C hief
ments are aimed toward the Apsey- the ticket during the debate refer- suading, by stating;" One must also
Harcourt ticket. I have but one ring to their lack of commitment, question their actions in the student
PETER A. KATZ . Manag ing Editor
JOANNE MA RI NO . Managing Edito r .
problem with that ticket, and that "You should read by example, not senate" maybe rhe approach should
have been, "We, the editors of the
M A RL A G . SMIT H . N e ws Ed itor
ROBERT BOSWOR TH . N e ws Editor .
consists of how "committment," by words." Please vote, because
if
RI CK KAMPE.RSAL. Sports Edi tor
JAMES CAR RO LL. Features Ed i1 Jr
in _their eyes, is seen. In one of the you don't we could have this ticket New Hampshire, question their
actions in the student senate."
STU EVANS. Photo Editor
CRA IG PARKER . Photo Editor
more _controversial questions from
in•Q~e.
·
It is all very curious and disconKR IS TEN RUSSE LL. B usi ness Ma nager
the audience; the Apsey-Harcourt ·
certing that the New Hampshire
CAR RI E F KEA TI NG. Adve rtising Manager
ticket seemed very defensive, a,s they
Jeff '!oodcock · should take such a bold and unwarshould have been. I am referring
ranted·stance on the election.
. Advertising Associates Stephan ie Norton
C hr:s Hei senberg
to the question of their · lack of
. Chr•s Ge rma in
JoAnn Sc hambi er
Beth Ineson
Kimberly Kelley
commitment in the student senate
Jose ph Nelson
Lisa Sina tr a·
, Ja y KtJ mar ·
Pa
u:
Ratc
liffe
Jennifer
Wh1
t0
since January when they became
Arthu r Lizi e
Asst Business Mgr.
Photographers
Paul ina McC. Coll1h s
members. They claimed _that the
Ka ren Pszenn y
Bryan Ale xarioe r
Frank Moore
Editor's
n
ote
The
editorial
in
reasons they don't attend is because
Circulation Mgr.
Loree n Cos t'"!!(,
La ura L. Ploo f
question was not the sole opinion
Tr ac-1 Pa rV<: r
Debbie Corc oran
Chris Pollett
"nothing gets done" and "nobody
To the Editor:
Asst Sports Editor
Cur t GracE:
Deborah Robi nson
goes anyway." Well, I suppose the
I am writing because of my of the E_d itor _in Chief but the
P &.., S : . r: c.: ,. :_. . Roni\
Larnn
e
Robin Sant o
Copy Readers
Ma rla G. Smith
first question would be, "What . concern for ·your endorsement of majority of the editorial board.
Stepheo Skobel eff
v' ::; "';,. =:r-,~
,. .'
· The New Hampshire does not
Peter Tampos1
Kat ie Wardle
happens next year if and when they
Student Body President and Student
Production Assistant
Jul ie Weekes
feel nothing is getting done? Leave · Body Vice President. Granted, this pretend to represent the· views of
Joan r:ie Marino
David Whitn ey
Staff Reporters
Joel D. Zenie
perhaps?" There 'exists a large
endorsement did appear in the the majority of the student body
Po·, '': ~ '•, " :, ;.; .
in
Bryan Alexa nder
its
Editorials.
Editorials
Cartoonists
are
hypocrisy in their empty rhewric:
editorial section, however, it seems
Forum Editor.
Beth Co te
John Marsh all
Bry8n /. r;1;,, , ,,;,, r
they preach -that the problem with
Arthur L1z1e
unfair that you should be allowed meant to express the opinion of
James Siener
the
editorial
board.
The.
New
News
Brief
Editor
Frank
-Moorr,
, Technical Supervisors
to ·m ake such claim.
the senate is that not enough people
Lisa Sinatrc:,
Reporters
Noreen Crem in
_ go to ·represent the campus. CriThe New Hampshire is the only Hampshire stands by the E_ditorial
Graphics Managers '
Brya n Alexandr:r
Lau ri Mai nella
and
the
op!nions
stated
therein.
Debb1r.:
B,:
·
a
;;,nr,,,
Joa
nne
Bourbr;au
Typists
tique: Practice _Wh~t You Preach.
newspaper on campus. The New
Maq or1r, CJ n,,r,,, n
Dayna Bra d fi eld
Karen Brophy
A ticket that pledges they will do
Hampshire, I believe, should try
Graphic Assistants
Kelly Briggett e
Lyena Hayes
Ca rr i,;; Br,u r, ,;·-,
anything they can to learrt about
to represent the interests of stuSteve
Ciarametaro
Christine
H ea d
Because of sp~ce limitiations, The
Ca rc;l fr> E;,,·, 1--·, o,
Cara Connors ·
Mary Noye r
,. the senate certainly isn't trying now,
dents. Does your editorial endor- New Hampshire cannot print all
Na nc I F,\7ry ,r;, G
Elizabeth Cot e
Pauli ne Tremblay
a ripe time to prepare th.emselves.
sement mean that Mr: David Olson, · letters to the editor pert.aining to
Beth H;;,r,,,; ;
Ric Du be ·
Da v1r,J V. •nr,•,
Mike Duval
the Editor in Chief, believes that
For some reason, people may
the election. We apologize for any
Patri ci o L-,,v' ,, ,:
Mic hael Fogert y, •
interpret tpis as mu:dslingi_ng. I'm
the Jones/ Cl~rke ticket is "the best
inconvenience.
·
· ,.
· ·

Rhetoric

Markey ·

The New Hampshire

Endorse /
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University Foru,m
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Wo rd frorµ the -r igh t
Righ ts for ·right s

By Mark Smith

Prot est para dox

By Marc Laliber te

a, ;,aJ, but very real fact of life that we
I care for our country. Sometimes
I oppose opposition. I know that's · 'STRAIGHT S AND GAYS ARE ENsimply do not trust each other with
course
of
,and
hurts,
it
much
so
care
I
but
a paradox, a contradictio n, even,
COURAGED TO WEAR JEANS TO
without nuclear weapons.
or
all
and
USA
old
the
sometimes I take
I am speaking of the incredible number SHOW THEIR SUPPORT FOR GAY
POWER, is the future,
NUCLEAR
grantedfor
completely
for
nds
stashe
anyone
that
about
RIGHTS." I don't know
of protests and general activism
be denied. Contrary to
mustn't
it
and
stop
we
when
But
do.
people
like many
has been run,ning amok on our campus. . else, but my wardrobe is composed
some, the technology
of
opinions
the
everyone
about
just
it,
about
think
and
for
I
but
orie
no
jeans,
Now
blue
almost entirely of
First off, Nuclear War.
produce energy from
safely
to
exist
does
wait,
But
country.
of
love
same
the
feels
. wants nuclear war and everyone knows one, will take extra care to wear khakis
and of dispqsing
reaction,
nuclear
a
support
can't
I
that
mean
this
does
this
of
inflicted
be
coordinators
would
The
that
on April 15th.
of the damage
harms way. It is
of
out
waste
nuclear
spending
military
Reagan,
President
by such an evem. But the fact remains gala affair can only hurt themselves
that w_e break our utter
imperative
power?
nuclear
or
half
and
campaign.
low
a
Union
such
Soviet
to
the
by resorting
that the US,
dependency on petroleum for energy.
a dozen other countries have the I would expect that a very small · . To some on campus this would be
What was once thought a limitless
voice
The
.
contradiction
ultimate
the
wear
possession
who
their
in
people
the
of
H-Bomb
dreaded
percentage
resource is dwindling quite plainly
loud
very
is
people
of
group
this
of
and countless more may soon have the jeans on the 15th will even be aware
our faces.
before
observer
casual
a
that
lou~t
So
indeed.
·
.
arsenal
inadvertantly
are
nuclear
they
large
A
.
statement
the
of
technology
of the countless deaths caused
Think
·
from
comes
voice
the
that
think
may
'
has become a fact. of life, as unchan- making.
by the energy producers of today. Not
the whole student population. The
Finally I would like to take a potshot
geable as the use of petrokum products. ·
from faulty nuclear plants, but from
truth is there is a majority that is seldom ·
We will never get rid of them, and to at the students who last week dressed
coal and oil factories running at full
heard from, to which I for one belong.
do so would prove the worst mistake up as American flags, peace sign and
· efficiency ...::T hese deaths are hundreds
It is silent maybe because what we
in the history of the world. As long varioqs and sundry other symbolic
of lakes and streams; millions of fish
.
of
viewpoint
the
support is currently
as the potential technology exists, the peace-type paraphenali a. Although
andtrees; plus our ope a·n d only O-Zone ·
some
for
perhaps,
or
government,
the
their motives might have been pure,
threat of nuclear war remains. .
layer. We must move on to alternate
we
that
confident
of us, we are quietly
Granted, the arms race is an inef- they produced, as far as I could tell,
of energy, including nuclear.
sources
others
the
when
realistic,
being
are
the
at
that
ficient means of stability, but
more hostility than sympathy. On
far more radiation from our
absorb
We
not
is
silence
assured,
aren't. Rest
moment, it is the only one we have. fateful April Fool's Day members of
we do by living down·
than
TVs
color
_
ignorance.
·
countdestroying
of
the "guerilla theater" disrupted
We should not even think
Seabrook.
from
street
the
Action,
of
Day
UNH
recent
the
With
it until"we have established a viable less cla~srooms with their marching
As for ROTC at UNH, that's simple.
and the announcem ent of candidacy
and they shouted anti-war slogans, and
means of replacing it.
course military training should e:xist,
Of
of
lot
a
Markey;
Kristy
activitist
by
· Another interesting fact that should even went so far as to prevent a ROTC
in an academic environemn t.
part,
in
voiced,
concerns
surfaced,
have
issues
sure
was
not
I'm
A-Bomb
the
Now,
.
since
drill competition
be noted is that,
in ROTC stands for "officers,"
"O"
The
is
It
.
un·answered
left
questions
and
dropped oµ Hiroshima and Nagasaki, how many people know what a drill
need stupid officers in
don't
we
and
none,
conservativ
my
from
break
a
ROTC
Wars.
a
World
according-to
more
no
but
is,
been
competition
there have
·
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Armed
our
voice
to
time
take
l
that
ways
activist
We ha~e had a cquple _of Jimited wars member who was present at the .time
who doesn't feel honored
Anybody
coin.
the
of
side
other
the
the
of
potentially
event
tlie
other
is
it
tew
a
had
march,,
the
have
of
-arid
to have the .VICE PRESIDEN'T of the
Admittedly it seems difficult to
close calls, such as the Cuban Missile semester, as the different flights show
believe the fun<:tion that NUCLRAR ·'i United St\i} e.s\ sRei :k here at·~ UNH
Crisis, but always the threat of nuclear off their marching skills. Having
w:~:ho~Jd:li1 's ht~ei-r. . g_y:en ifJ 1e does
WEAPONS serve is what it reagy .is.
destruction has proven to be a very afready been told to wear civilian
They are b.ig bombs that make :af:big: 3 .ma~e,a'." 's:~,rj::'i1-p6lit1C-~l,a.cfdtess (of course
effective deterent.·
clothing in order not to create friction,
he is politicfan), who cares?'We'r e
boom, and kill a lot of people at once.
·second·, the Anti-Bush movement. · they were somewhat upset by . the
all intelligent adults here, you know.
apart
However,
This is. truly apalling. The Vice- guerilla theater. In her Forum article . This everyone knows.
certainly don't have to vote for
You
lies
capabilities
technical
their
from
President of the most powerful nation Adrianna Tompkins mentioned this
When the political events of the
him.
·
frightening
The
purpose.
its true
in the world (ours) has agreed to speak debacle and said, ."I heard that ROTC
are long since forgotten, you
1980's
armaments
nuclear
in
packed
potential
our
ceremony,
ent
at this year's commencem
· members stood together discussing
your grandchildr en that the
tell
can
US
the
both
for
deterrent
a
as
serves
yet everywhere I look. I see signs and actions, I'm glad they took the protest
Vice President spoke
States
United
·
to
going
ever
against
USSR
the
and
this
what
but
protest
to
well,
it
graffiti ·urging students
so well." Yes, they took
dass. That's all
graduating
your
to
.
only
need
One
other.
each
with
war
happy state of affairs. People ar_e they were discussing was how foolish
remember.
will
else
anyone
'
peace
relative
of
years
forty
th~
at
look
the
around
were
rolling
Bush
the protestors looked,
treating it as though
Unfortunate ly space limitations
since the Soviets and Americans first
devil incarnate. I would not be surprised on the floor. In this confrontati on
me from addressing any other
prevent
our
of
t
developmen
the
initiated
he
think
war
of
students
some
protestors
to find that
between organized
have been br~ght up by
that
,issues
arsenals.
nuclear
lS.
and organized protectors of peace, the
"voice" I've mentioned.
idealistic
the
·
rewarheads,
nuclear
the
Remove
much
opposition
my
itself
for
prove
to
reasons
the
Now,
latter managed
let it stand that those
s,
Nevertheles
open
would
This
deterrent.
the
move
to this opposition are many. First of more peaceable than the former.
remain silent are-not, as sorrie
who
us
of
build
to
Soviets
the
for
pathway
the
meant
the
had
all
Bush
on
nt
authority
an
Vice-Preside
be
if
all,
I may aot
say, ignorant, and we certainly don't
a conventional force that NATO simply
this solely as a campaign booster, he topics I have. addressed, but I take
need to be educated by anyone as to
couldn't compete with. Naturally, tpen,
would have gone to Dartmouth. They comfort in the assumption that neither
how the world is or should be. We have
would
we
liberty,
r
u
o·
of
defense
the
in
would receive him more graciously, . are the vast majority of activists on
definite ideas, ideas that we feel are
,most likely counter any overwhelmin g
and he would probably get more media this campus. Also, where their views
far more realistic than those that come
Soviet invasion by reconstruct ing
are based on idealistic fantasies, mine
coverage.
from the dream-world «voice" that has
starting
hence
,nuclear weapons and
Second, Bush's visit will be one more are based on practicality. Protest is fine
been spouting off lately. Spout if you
DesAssured
Mutually
that
war
the
step in the upgrading. of UNH's if it is for a truly just cause, but protest
will,. I'll not attempt to stop you, but
and
decades
for
. truction prevented
prestige and academic · quality. His for the sake of protest, as much of the
of your own ignorance, not
pr_ofess
NSCof
adoption
the
Since
decades.
a
campus's protest seems to be, is futile
presence will undoubtedly attract
mine.
policies
our
68 in 1950, which molded
student body of higher caliber in future and indeed counterproductive.
Marc Laliberte is a sophmore liberal arts
around the belief that the Soviets have
years, thereby further upgrading the
Mark Smith is a freshman English major
major.
.
been
has
it
aims on global domination,
entire system.
the
that
Regardless _of the fact
ceremony will be a big help to his
presidential campaign (no bad thing
in some people's eyes), there is no
denying that Bush's visit will be
e~tremely beneficial ;to the welfare of
the entire school. We should be proud
to have him.
Thirdly, although I don't feel that
I have the expertise to deal with the
gay and lesbian issue, there is one aspect
· of the upcoming Gay and Lesbian
Cultural Awareness Fest that pertains
to this article. On April 15th, a "BLUE
JEAN DAY!" has been a_n nounced.
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Max Cre ek is not .a .Dea d Clo.ne·

Max Creek singer and guitarist Scott Murawski.
(Stu Evans photo)

By Michael Fogarty
of their repertoire consists of a table for the opening songLast Friday night's Max Creek Grateful Dead songs, Rider said ' "Gypsy Rose.''
show in the MUB Pub was more they don't Eke being called a
"I'd probably be up dancing
than a good show; it was an clone band. "Our styles are if I was as messed up as I was ·
experience.
similar and that is the type of at the Dead," said Mahler. When
"It was the next best thing music we like to play."
Max Creek went into their
to having the Grateful Dead
"We also do a lot of music by version of the Grateful Dead' s
come to the UNH campus," said other artists like Clapton,, the "Scarlet Begonias," Mahler
Joe Salsbury about the show.
Beatles, and we have ou'r own jumped to his feet and started_
Students knew that Max material," said Rider. "We . dancing like it .was something
- Creek was worth seeing. Ad- aren't going to stop playing the he could no longer control.
vance tickets sold out easily and Dead because that's mus.ic that
Later in the show people from
people waited in line outside .we enjoy playing."
the hotel school's gourmet
the Pub for two hours to try to
Max Creek has just released dinner, which was also being
get one of the 25 tickets that their third album Windows OQ held that night, began to appear
would be sold at the door.
Relix Records. This will b.e· the at the show.
'Christina Balser of Durham Creek's first nationally distribwas one of the ·first in line. uted album.
- "I was over at the dinner and
Balser had seen the Grateful
"Things have picked up from I decided to ·come over here,"
Dead four times and had seen . a slow crawl to a slow walk," saiq - Kim Caissie, the only
Max Creek twice before.
said drummer Greg DeGugliel- . person dancing in an evening
"There's a lot of love and a mo.
dress and high heels. "They
.
lot of energy," said. Balser,
The doors opened· a half hour (Max Creek) ·are more exciting
explaining why .~he likes these before the show. People filed than that Greek band that was
types of shows. "It's like a 20 in wearing their favorite tie- playing over there ( the Granite
year time warp."
dyes, ba0danas, and faded blue Sta1e R,oom)."
While people waited in line jeans. ,Over by the bathrooms
MUSO president Melissa Buoutside, inside the Pub Max about ten people waited for the laong said they had no _trouble .
Creek roadies put the finishing show to start by playing hackey- with drugs or alcohol at the
touches on the stage equipment. sa.ck. ,Othe_rs sat cross-legged show, despite the reputation of
In the dressing room to the right on the floor in front of the stage, ~ shows like Max Creek and the
of the stage, Max Creek sat or just mingled about.
Grateful Dead.
eating the cnicken dinner proOnce the band too~ the stage .
vided by MUSO.
and the music started,,the crowd
"We actually checked people's
John Rider, founder of Max became just as much a part of bags and we didn't find any- .
Creek and bassist/vocalis t for the show as the band. People thing," said Bulaong. "The
the .band, explained their mus- . ·immediately got up .from . their security has been really good."
ical style. They have been in- seats and started dancing, crowdOverall, Bulaong said she was
fluenced by classical music, i~g up to the stage .and filling very happy with how the show
gospel, rock and roll, ·jazz, and up the space to both sid_es.
· went. "This was definitely the ·
even the T alki.ng Heads . .
Dave Mahler, a UNH student smoothest, best run show we've
"It's pretty -eclectic," said who saw the Grateful Dead for put on, and the crowd looks like .
Rider. "It's a blend of styles."
the first time at their recent they'r~ really enjoying themAlthough about 20 percent Worcester show, sat on top of selves.

Working, Goin g to Scho ol, and Playi ng Hard
By Cindy Pierce
a consistent following, they also behind that bar and the manIt was Saturday night at the enjoy the challenge of playing agement are fantastic."
Mai Kai. With guitar in hand, . for a crowd of strangers.
Besides the Stone Church and
Dav_e Gerard, the lead singer
The band claims that they the Mai Kai, Savoy Truffle has
of the band, Savoy Truffle saQg depend on the crowd to giv·e played the True Blue Cafe iu
"How low can you go?" The them energy, but they are work- Portsmouth, the White House
crowd of people on ·the dance ing on generating that energy in Milford, the Casbah in Manfloor responded by squatting themselves.
chester, aQd the Catnip in
down, surrounding Gerard who
"It's a matter of psyching Durham.
was also as low as he could go.
ourselves up," said drummer
On April 30th Savoy Truffle
"Savoy- Truffle makes an Brian Dionne. "It's similar to will be· playing at the Horseeffort_to become a part of the what an athlete does before a feathers in Portland, Maine and
crowd," said Paul Pollaro, a competition."
on May 2nd, at the UNH MiniUNH student and Portsmouth
However; they all agree that · dorhl Fest. ·
.
resident. "they aren't dictating there is a mutual energy buildAlthough the band had a date
to the audience, instead they up between the audience and and price set for a gig at the
play with them."
the band.
MUB this spring, it was canThe rhythm and blues band
"If we get a crowd interested celed due to "lack of funding.;,
Savoy Truffle is made up of four by the middle of the show, we
"We were really looking
men who work in the area, take feel satisfied. When we see forward to- playing in the MUB," classes and do what they all love people up dancing, it gets us · Gerard said. "It has a big room
the most: play music that people psyched," said guitarist Ned and we could have done well
. love to dance to.
Chase.
·
there. Especially because the
Their repertoire consists of
Sure enough, by 10:00 pm at bas·is of our following is from
classics from artists such as Otis the Mai Kai, the dance floor was UNH."
.
Redding, The Band, Bob Marley, swarmed with people dancing.
In fact, two years ago the band
Little Feat, Dire Straits, and Bailey's mother couldn't everi was formed when Ge~ard ai;id
Wilson Pickett.
·
resist the temptation to join the · Bailey were s-ophom9res at
All the members of the band dancing crowd.
UNH. According to Gerard,
sing, in addition to playing their
Several other members of the Bailey overheard Gerard phiying
instrument.
audience mentioned that they his guitar across the hall from
"Savoy Truffle is easy to dance were lookin,g forward to seeirig his dorm room and they decided
to,'.' said Jan Brindle, who went Savoy Truffle at tµe Stone to play together. Soon afterthat
to the Mai Kai to se.e the band Church in Newmarket on Friday they decided to find a drummer
on Saturday Night. "They play April 17 because of its intimate and start the band which they
music I ·)ike and the band and friendly atmosphere.
called Savoy Truffle.
members are really nice guys.
According to Savoy Truffle
. Howev·e r, Ned Chase and
It's a lot of fun."
·
the Stone Church in Newmarket Brian Dionne didn't join the
"We really like to play," said is the best.place for them to play. band until the s_u mmer of 1986.
bassist Dave Bailey. "We like
·"The people and the atmosSAVOY, page 21
to see people dancing.~'
phere are great," said guitarist
. Although Savoy Truffle has _ Dav.e Gerard.."Also, the people _
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By Arthur Lizie
Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack "Platoon/} and Songs
From The Era __:_ Atlantic Records: The film Platoon may
have ca4sed a lot of controversy
in its treatment of the Vietnam
War ; but ·the soundtrack is
anything but controversial. Essentially, it Is a bunch of popular
late sixties songs slapped together to cash in on the pop' ularity of the movie. From the
classic~lly influenced pieces
perfomed by The Vancouver
, Symphony Orchestra-, the only
new music on the disc, to the
psychedelic pillow fluff of Jefferson_Airplane to the noncomi ttal sway of The Rascals, the
code word for this disc is "sales."
This is not to say that the music
is bad. As a matter of fact it is
quite good: Aretha, as us_u al,
cranks out on her classic "Respect," Smokey Robinson-,pours
his heart out on "Tracks of My
Tears," and good·01' boy Merle
Haggard tells the tale of an
-"Okie From Muskogee." For the metal diche in the book: the
Al Green ,Soul Survivor "U 11der My Thumb" an_d "T~e romantics out there, i.e. those tough, black leather jacket im- A&M Re<;.o rds: Longtime soul
The Who
Last Time." These tunes wer_e who wrongly believe that the age, hilariou~ly typical guitar man Al Green comes roaring
Two's Missing
recorded as a goodwill gesture sixties were just one big love- solos, obnoxi0us overbearing back with an enjoyable, not to
MCA Records
to the infamous Glimmer in, The Doors serve up their ride cymbals, you name it, they mention predi~table, hatch of
By Arthur Lizie
Twins, Mick and Keith, who version of "All Day and All Of steal it., It wouldn't be so bad gospel tunes sure to warm the
How deep are the vaults of were ag-ain in the slammer for The Night," the radio staple- if they did it well, but .... Their heart of any Christian. FortuMCA with unreleased W'ho drugs. All proceeds went to bail "Hello, I Love You," while pre- influences are readily apparent, nately, he never gets too preachy
gems? Two's Missing, these- them out. Both are pretty faith- pathetic period _Grace Slick especially on the Judas Priest and keeps the styles and tempos
cond collection of .Who nuggets fu,l "versions, although Pete'·s , bellows, "White. Rabbit." S9m~ rip off "Voices In The Night." jtJst different enough to prevent
released since the demise of The solo on the former}blows away good tunes? ¥ es. Nicessaryt· "Wild In The Streets,'' ,with the bo red.to m from setting*in, al. .·. ever memorable- chorus "Going though some of the tunes are
Who, once described by lead Keith or Brian or whoever did · No. .
Reckless No Frills - Valen- ; wild in the st_reets/ going wild a tad too long. Highlights range
singer Roger Daltrey as "the the solo for The Stones.
worst bunch of geezers in the
"Bald tfeaded Woman," tino Records: Just ~econds after running free" makes obvious from the calypso influenced
world," again offers more mate- which features Jimmy Page on · the firs·t textbook-treated power the limited production worth "Everything's Gonna Be Alrial over which any respectable guitar, the much sought after chord is ripped from the dull of the ever useless Mark "The right" to the grinding blues of
Who collector can salivate. The follow up to the ·single "Dogs," vinyl of No Frills, it is readily ·Animal" Mendoza of Twisted "Jesus Will Fix It" and "23rd
material, recorded between 1964 "Dogs, Part 2 ," Li/ehouse · apparent that Reckless have Sister fame. Stay away from this . Psalm," both equal with any C?f
and 1973, offers a spectacular, throw-away "Water," and Keith nothing meaningful to offer the . dog. Reckless definitely offer
if often o.verlooked, collection Moon's bizarre and humorous discretionary listener. They no frills, no . chills, and no SHORTS, page 21
of material previously unre- "Wasp Man" ate all interesting yank out every hackneyed heavy imagination.
leased anywhe~e in the U.S., tracks which have been preor available only on a B- viously released as B-sides in
side.
·
the US.
'.Tm A Man" and "Daddy
. Just as Pete Townshend offered his unending wit to the Rolling Stone" both eminate
liner notes of the first collection, from the same 1965 recording
. Who 's Missing, bassist John sessions. Both tunes get down
Entwistle lends his memories and dirty, displ~ying the gritty _
and insights to these tunes. As underside of the .!.'Maximum
usual, Entwistle, who also com- R'n'B" boast on the legendary
piled the notes for Odds and Who Marquee posters.
Sods, the mid seventies Who
"Heat Wave (Original Vertidbit collection,· thankfully . sion)" doesn't offer much of a
keeps a humorous air 'in the difference to the version already
proceedings, even when refer- available, but it is cool to listen
ring to his best friend, the late 1 to because, as •Entwistle writes,
drummer Keith Moon.
"You can almost hear the sweat
Although most of this mate- dripping from our fevered
rial is available in some shape brows ." This is not the slick
or form on vinyl - either legally band of the Farewell Tour of
or illegally - it is still fun to 1982,but a·group of.fun loving,
hear them here as a collection. · almost innocent, mods.
"Motoring," never before avail"Circles"also shows up in its
able, is a rhythm and blues one millionth form, the product
number from 1964 on which the of a bizarre set of legal circum- · By Deborah Robinson ·
car, the Kari-van runs at good finding a place, but deciding
band really cooks. As with the star:ices.
I know it seems almost uni- hours both during the week, and what kind of atmosphere you
two Pete Town's hend Scoop
Two's Missing offers a fun magi.nab1e, but there are times on the weekend. The last Kari- are in the mood for. If. having
collections, the question is · look back at The Who's past, when one gets bored with the van picks up at around 11: 30 to choose from someplace with
i
brought up, "Why did we have but also raises questions for the bar scene in Durham. I mean, -i n Market Square every night, live .music, someplace more
band's future. Will the rumored · between Nick's, Benjamin's, the so even though you won't make . intimate, and with or without
r.: .'I
to wait so long for this stuff?"
-..
"My Wife," EntWistle's trac_k Daltrey /Townshend collabo- Wildcat, and the New England last call in Portsmouth, you will the yuppie crowd, it is easy
from the legendary Who's Next ration ever see the light of day? Center, I suppose it might be · · get back to Durham in time to enough to hop and find the place
,
album, and "Motoring" 'w.e re Will Roger front the self- possible to bar-hop infinitely. get last call somewhere closer at which you feel most comforI , both r~corded live in San Fran- prodaimed "World's Greatest But for those people who want to home. Not being able to close table. That was the agenda ·on
cisco, intended to be included Rock And. Roll Band," The a change of $cenery, down-town the bars in Portsmouth may Saturday, when my sister, two
on the follow up to Live At .Rolling Stones, now that Mick Portsmouth offers a.great al- appear to be a disadvantage, but friends and myself ventured
Leeds. The former is a straight has taken a hike? What hole has ternative,, both in the cltmosp- the one good thing is that no downtown.
forward version of the song Entwistle burrowed into? Are 1:ieres of bars and the types of on_e,,, will have to be a designated • Since Shuby had to leave early, .
while the latter is a rare recorded there more hidden gems deep people.
dnver.
.
.
we decided to go to a couple of
moment of one of The Who's . down in vault somewhere, just
Probably one of the bes.t
Getting to Portsmouth is the places she had never been
·~ l~ge.ndary stage jams.
.waiting to see the light of qay? advantages of Portsmouth's easy part. The difficult choice
~ ~
_covers of Rolling Stone's Questions and more questions. , location is its accessability to becomes deciding where to go. PoTown, page 21
·s9t?,gs~~I~o highlight the record,,·, Long Live Rock, ·and The Who.
Durham. If you do not have a T_he problem is cert'ainly no_~

The .Who
-Release
Another.
Album?

•Bar Hopping
inPoTow n

i•
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Since that time, the band has
Savoy Truffle is worKing on
redone their repertoire .
writing their own stuff, but
"It was about five months of continue to maintain their enrebuildin g and getting used to thusiasm for cover material.
each other," Dionne said. "We
'!We try to keep fresh," Didon't have a keyborad player onne said. "Sometim es changes
which limits how much we can · in songs evolve during a gig and
d 0. "
it becomes permane nt if we all
Accordin g.to Gerard, the band like it."
used to have a full .set of orig"We know each other really ·
inals, but the people who wrote well." Chase said. "A lot of our
the ;ongs are no longer with the spontane ous changes come ·
band.
·
from being aware of each other's

' (continue d froi:n page 20)

\

manneris ms."
"Sometim es Tm really tired
Gerard and Bailey are hou- before a · gig," Gerard said .
semates in Madbury , and Di- "When I get up on the stage and
onne and Chase are housemat es start playing, the tired feelings
in Dover.
go away."
·As far as their future together,
Though they are at present
they have no long-term plans playing only part-time , they all
that are definite. They have gigs dream of being full -time mu planned thro)lgho ut the _spring sicians. They are committe d to
and summer within the area and improvin g their musical dynamiq southern Maine, and are ics and increasin g their. reperhoping to get more. Savoy toire.
Truffle would ideally like to play
· four gigs a week. Until they
"We are going to add more
achieve that goal, they will rhythm and blues and ·soul,"
continue with their busy sche- Qionne said .. "If we expand our
dules of playing music, working repertoire , we won't be alienatand .;oirg t:_0 ~c_h0?l,ing any crowd." ·
·

Prince's recent religous output.
Although it does drag in places,
like on "He Ain't Heavy," Soul
Survivor is ultimately likeable.
Manowa r Fightin g The
World - ,Acco Records: Manowar is the kind of garbage that
gives rock music a bad name.
It isn't a sin to give rock a bad
name, but it should at least get
a bad reputatio n wt'iile dishing
out good music, not this stuff.
With hilarious lyrics like "Brothers of metal know no masters/ Metal's our religion/ Take
it to the grave/R ulers of the
earth," the band is not likely
(continue d from page 20)
to make it on the PMRCs· best
friends list. Such devotion. Too.
before, so we went straight indoor view of Portsmo uth
down St,He Street off Market Harbor if you can get a window
Tire~
your old record collectio~? bad they don't focus it in a better ·
direction like being Boy Scout
Square and into the Sta.,te Str~ec · seat. This was the most crowded
Leaders or somethin g. Hredic_Saloon.
· place we had been to so far,
ta bl y"; the main theme of the
If there is one "local" ba.r you which may have accounted for
record ts "us against them," with
would want to go to, this i~ most the slow service.
the title song, "Blow Your
definitely it. This smo,ke-fi lled
We were all feeling mellow
Speakers ," and "Violenc e and
long and narrow s,idonn is at. this point, so we av,oided the
Bloods.he d\' highligh ting the
mostly bar-spac e with a. few v.ery loud True Blue Cafe and
band's
''.rebellio n." Explicit is
tables against the opposite '.waJl.. · went into the Spring Hill Tavin
interchan geable with moronic
. Whether or not this is a place . em; both of which are on Ceres
in the cover warning, "Explicit
. worthy of spending time_and :. Street. The crowd iri her-e was
Lyrics-Pa rental Warning. "
money we were never: abl_e ~o ojder: a-nd most looked lil<:ed
· K.D, Lang and The Reclines .
'discover. lq a decision 'that Wfl.S rl:i~y were having after dinner
Angel 'With A Lariet - Sire
probably more discrimin atory drinks . Although t_h ere were a
Records: K.D. Lang and-The
than law-abidi ng,' the J?ounc~r lot of people, it was relatively
Reclines offer some of the best
would not let my sister's friend . quiet, and the music from the
music. to come out of Canada
in . It seems a Massach us·etts pianist helped make the atmos~
since Neil Young. Of course, this
liquor license, a current New phere relaxed.,.
isn't saying much, consideri ng
Jersey driver's licease, (with no.
My sister had a scotch and
that recent Canadian offerings
picture) and an old N.J. driv:er's water for $3.50, and even·
include Loverboy, Bryan Adams, ·
license with a picture is- not though the selection of beer is
and Corey Hart. The cowpunch
sufficien t proof that he is 21 , not e~tensive , they do have Bass
of this record loses altogethe r
years old. However , our being on tap fof $2.50. For .those
too much in the slick productio n
turned away was no great loss . drinking dub soda, it was $1.25.
of handyma n Dave' Edmunds .
to our sense of decorum.
Although I have never particDo we really need to hear what
We -c rossed the street to tr;y ipated, I have heard th~t this
\' Lon~ Justice's Mada McKee
our luck at the Rusty Hallllllrner!' bat·is also the.spot for discussin g
would sound like if she joined
The bar of this restauran t looked local politics.
-che modern version of ELO?
more like an actual saloon, with
One after dinner crowd was
Most of the tunes are good
its swinging doors and Western- enough for us so we passed on
enough, it is just poor arangestyle atmosphe re. The bartender the Oar House (Courage on tap
ments which hinder the disc.
told us he had a "wide selection for tho-s e who like imported
Don't even go near the cover
of beer" but we all got draft lites beers) and headed up the hill version of the c;ountry classic
for $1 a piece. The live music to the Codfish Aristocracy. ·
.
"Rose Garden." .
was on the country-w estern side,
· This crowd was a lot like Poco
. Microdisn ey Crooked Mile loud enough to hear, but not Diabl~ts;-afaii. amounto fcollege
Virgin Records: Crooked Mile
overpowe ring.
and post-colle ge people. It was
is an enjoyabl e, sometim es
From ther~, we took a left on the first place where we had to
boring disc of slow to midtemp o
Court Street· and walked down wait (just a couple of minutes)
offering s from the eclectic
· to the Cafe Petronell a. We to get in, but were seated too
quintet Microdis ney. They're
walked by.Wally' s, but that place near the folk duo to carry on a
not too tart, not too swee~ and
looked more intimidat ing than conversa tion. In general, the
they've got that cool lemony
State Street Saloon. The atmos-:: music was too loud for anyone
taste, remindin g one of Nick
phere here is unlike any in to talk over, and the service was
Hayward , but without the extra
Portsmo uth. The decor is so- slow. There also is not much
kick of the ever misunder stood
phisticat ed and more like art- atmosph ere, but they do have
club boy. Guitarist Sean O'Hdeco than anything else. The a good selection of beers. They
agan gets MVP for his unique
paintings on the walls are not also have great pesto pizza if
and enjoyable finger picking on
only colorful and nice to look you are feeling hungry.
•tunes such as "Angels " and
at, they are also for sale. I
Because it was ·too late for any
'.'Rack." Aq:ordia ns and harswitc~ed to club soda (b'eing the kitchen to be·open, we hiked grand piano, ~as premiere d in the Johnson theater
last w~ek
monicas_lend a pleasant a1r to
designat ed driver), and eve- · over· to Daniel Street to the by Menahem
Pressler of the Beaux Arts Trio.
the festivities. "Town to Town"
ryone else had generous mixed . Press Room for a basket of chips
(Tad
Ackman
photo)
is- the highligh t of this tasty
drinks. There was no live en- and beers. _The Press Room has
surprise in the current wastetertainme nt, but the taped music always been my favorite place; . . (Below) Drumnte r Greg DeGugli elmo of Max Creek.
land of vinyl madness.
was soft-rock dinner music, and the jazz is always great and the
the bartender told us it gets beer is the best in the area. The
m..ore progress ive when the atmosphe re ·h~re is the closest
dining room closes and it is just thing to a pub, with a dart board
a bar crowd. The cheapest beer and a lot of iQ1ported beers and
was Rolling Rock, $1.60; and · ales. Ironically, the mixed drinks
Bass was the most expensiv e, are cheaper ($2.30) than mo._s t
$3.00.
of the beers, but the chips are
We by-passe d Captain Co- great.
ward's since even though it is
always a -good time, great live
We made it back to Cafe
music and a very relaxed at- Petronel la for last call,
and as
moshper e, we did not want to promised , the music was more
pay a cover for only one drink.
progress ive. And the drinks
Poco Diablo's on Bow Street were still generous and good.
for margarit as was the next
Cafe Petronel la turneµ out
stop. Besides great margarita 's to be the best surprise
of the
($2:50 for the-regula r, $2.75 for evening, and the Codfish
the
strawber ry), Poco's also has a most disappoi nting. Time
did
good selection of beer (I broke not allow for a drink at all the
down and had a John Courage, · bars in Portsmo uth, Toucans
$2. 75 ). The crowd is younger, being probably the most colle(I re<;:ognized a few UNH faces) giate ,kind of place, and one
we
_and the atmosph ere, as ·you did not get- to. But that
just
might guess, is Mexican and leaves all the more for the next
casual. They also have the best time.
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-sisters) vote in suport of Jay Apsey wo:-k in strengthert1ng our
Greek since it is funded by eve·ry member
had prev.ious access to the Apsey
and Glen Harcour t. ·
System.
of the student body, it should
and Harcou n article. To what
·If the Greeks who make up 25 % .
st
We
as
Greeks
mu
work on therefo re represe nt the interest s
she wants to cut them in half.
extent will Jones and Clarke use .
of the canipus, use our votes to put giving our Greek Sy st em
more of the entire student body . Iri
And she is not exactly ~inning
and abuse their small institut ion
these two men into office we will strength on campus. By voting
for choosing which candidate The New
votes by suggest ing the abolitio n strength
to furthert heirown politica lcareer?
en our voice in Univers ity Jay Apsey and Glen Harc9u rt, as
Hampsh
of R.O.T.C. and the Greek System affairs.
ire was going to support ,
If Jones and Clarke are going
Apsey and Harcou rt will student body preside nt a nd vice
the 13 ea.itors, with the exceptio n . deceive, cheat, and weasel their to
either. She is the one buildin g bring about
way
giving us an equal vote presiden t, we will be taking our firS t of
'negativ e stereoty pes."
Bob Boswor~h, failed to in any
into being electe~, I will be extreme~
in the Senate and fair treatme nt big step ori the road to making
our · way take the ti.me to approac h, talk
Markey asks for diversity , (a under
ly concern ed. If Jones and Clarke
the Univers ity judicial sys- Greek System what it should be.
with, or present questions to either
good thing) and toleratio n-yet she tem.
are going to unrightf ully use conAs
strong
vocal
and
influenti
al
force
Jay Apsey and. Glen Harcou rt. It
can't tolerate two major campus
nections in our student newspap er
Mr. Apsey realizes that if a dorm,
on the Univers ity of New Hamp- is my strong opinion that The
instituti ons that are part of campus such
New
by obtainin g access to the'ir adveras Eaton House, has a senator
shire
campus.
Hampshire h~s surpassed its bound- sary's articles , and then writing
diversity.
✓
that represen ts only fifty students ·
.
•
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The reasona ble points Markey it is unfair
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not to give each Greek
John
William
Hurney
for
office . .Yhe New Hampsh ire is
brings up are shroude d by the slurs, house with
question their possible conduct if
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Presiden t of Theta Chi Fraterni ty failing to represe nt the -diverse
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they are elected. If Jones is elected,
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views of this student body, who in
I
am very concern ed that he will
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for
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reason. Thank you. (wri1te n in .
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to truly represe nt 25 % of the
UI i ,
.I.I
respons e to "Markey enters S.B.P .
Unfortu nately, the battle against
'Jones instituti on" to misrepr esent
student body. It is also true that
election -p_oses bloodle ss coup"
the "Jones institut ion" and the
and distaste fully run our student
Greek System houses ai-e considered To the Editor:
March 31, 1987).
misrep resenta tion of The New
senate.
· off-cam pus housing and that they
After reading
Edmund McCabe are supposedly represen ted through New Hampsh last Friday 's The Hampshire continue s. for one who.
Sipcerely,
ire, it has become read the letters to the editor in
Walter Jenkins
commu ter senators . We all know, clear to me what type of campaig
n Friday's The New Hamps hire, I
Editor's Note - Mr, J?nkins is
as does Mr. Apsey, that these tactics Warner Jones and
Sabra noticed that only one l.etter was
incorrect on several points. Until
• . commut er senators rarely take into Clarke are using. Jones and
Clarke, printed , a letter that just so hapMonday, April 13, no letters had
conside ration their Greek System instead of using issues which
re- pened to attack Apsey and Harcour t.
been submitt ed support ing either
constituents.
present
the
interests
of
this
student
/ Althoug h the other two tickets had
To the Editor:
the Apsey/ Harcourt ticket or the
ANey and Harcou rt will work body, pave continu ed to use
cam - numero us letters submitt
I have been an active member of to help set up a, judicial system
Markey /Procto r ticket. The letter
that paign policies which are based on were printed. How could ed, none
the UNH Greek System for the past will know-ho w to better treat
The New · in question ran because it pertained
Greek their goal to deceive and mislead Hampshire find room
for ·only one
two years. During this time, I have incidents.
to the election.
~
their way into being elected' to letter during this importa
been involved in the Greek System.
nt camAt no time did The New Hamp Greeks can not vote for Kristy represen t this student body.
paign period?
I have been a Greek System Senator, Markey; if they truly respect
shire provide any membe r of the
them- ,
It
is
obvious· that Jones and
In the newspa per's "Univer sity Jones/Clarke campaign w,ith their
the Vice Presiden t of my fraternit y, selves and the principl es they
stand Cl~rke's adversa ries are fighting
Forum" the article submitt ed by
and I ani present ly the Preside nt . for. Greeks belong to honorab
oppone nts' Forum articles. A copy le the "Jones instituti on," and not the Jones and Clar.ke· made
of Theta Chi and the co-chair man o_rganiza tions and we must
three direct
of the article in questio n was
vote interest s and concern s of the stureferen ces · to the forum article
of the Greek Presiden ts Co~ncil. against her in order to show
obtaine d by ~ membe r of the
how derit body, which they attempt to
submitt ed fifteen minutes before Jones/C larke campaign staff
Due to my extreme interset in much we truly care for our system.
who
represe nt. Jay Apsey and Glen
the -forum deadlin e by Apsey and was familiar -with th~ working
the Gree15 System , I hav~ been .
Even though Warner Jon~s is a Harcou rt have been opposed
s of \
by
a
Harcou
rt.
One of these referenc es
keeping a close eye on the_student member of the Greek System,
The New Hampshire.
I do small clique of people, some of
clearly shows-v iolation s of honest
body presiden tial elections. During not feel the Greek System
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would whom have had experien ce in the
campaig n policies. For the first time strives to provide the Univers
' the past two weeks I have taken the benefit in any way from havi~g
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him student senate, and some who are
in t_h eir campaig n, the Apsey and commun ity with the most objectiv
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e
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the
editors
and
writers-o
f
The
New
Harcour
t
ticket
addressed the issue coverage possible: The editorial in
After talking with each of these
In a private convers ation I had Hampshire. The editors and writers
of reducin g the Univers ity enrol- last Friday's paper was voted
candidates, I have develop ed some with Mr. Jones, he stated
on
that he of The New Hampsh ire are suplment, yet in the Jones/C larke by each member . of the editoria
strong opinion s toward each of · telt the Greek System was
l
only an posed to present the news to myself
forum
article
they
most
obvious
these candidates.
ly
' staff. Tho se ,µ;ho did not feel
·
issue in this race bec_ause of Kristy and 10,000 UNH student s
objec·
attack
this
issue.
, I would like to strongly urge tha-r Markey 's unr_ealistic plans
I am curious to _comfo,:tabl(! ~W.ith voJing abstained.
for the tilVely with an unbjased perspect ive.
know how Jones arid Clarke could The.New Hampshire stands
all membe rs of the UNH Greek Greek System. I do not think
by the
Mr.
The
New
Hampsh
ire
is
the
only
address this issue, which had never editoria l and the opinion s
System, (brother s, sisters, and little Jones has any deep wishes to
stated
do any student newspap er on campus, and
been brought up before, unless they therein.
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

defense during the Alabama
_
.
trial, Murray said.
"The women were making up
a story so they ~ouldn't g~t in
trouble," Murray said. They had '
probably solicited the men as
customers. They were probably
prostitutes, said Murray.
Although there is a lot to be
said against Stalin there were
some positive things as well.
"Stalin w<;1.s pushing _the idea of
trying to bring justice to racial
minorities," Murray said.·
Murray's sympathy for the
American Communist Party was ·
not looked on favbrably by the
University of T'u lane in New
Orleans . He was denied the
opportunity to finish his Doctorate.
A friend from Scotland asked
Murray to join him at the
University of Edinboro where
another person was also researching .the Scottsboro Case.
Murray went and continued his
research. By the time he had
returned to the U.S., the book
had already been written by a
man named Dan Carter.
Besides speaking up about
.· controversial issues Murray
writes poems and has written
a book entitled, Civil Rights
History Writing.
One book of poetry is about
race relations in the South.
Another poem he titled, "To
Brecht,"in response to Bertholt
Brecht'~ poem, "To Prosperity."
If there were a sub-title to
Brecht's poem, according to
Murray it would be, "Why I'm
a Stalinist." If there were a
subtitle for his own poem it
would be, "Why I'm not a
Stalinist," Murray said.
Auschwitz was the theme for
· another one of Murray's poem:s.
It said "If there's a God and God
is good, where then was God
whep Auschwitz -~rood? Why
was He still, why was He deaf
when all around was pain and
death? Why was He deaf, why
was He still? Why did He n.ot
theemurderers kill?"
Hugh Murray's theory is, "I
· think He was on vacation.''
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A bad
-haircut
·can make
anyone :·
look dumb.
HAIR~RKsjl

UNLIMITEDa
Hair And Skin Care
For The Family

35 Main St. • Durham

868-7051
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Summer Sublet-great Main St. location.
Washing machin e, nice front lawn, everything included . One space available for
a female May 25. Call 868 -1871 eves.
1

Summer Sublet, great Durham locat ion ,
cheap and spacious. Room for 4 peopl e.
Re n) negotia0IeI Call D e bbie , Carrie o r
Jayne at 868-6069
Summer Sublet-19A Main , Durham. Wa sh e rmachin.e , dryer , dishwash e r and hot
water included. L~rge lawn. 2 spac e s
available. Call Sh~ron. 868-2845 .
Summer -Sublet-great Main St. location.
Washing machine, nice front lawn , everything i.ncluded. One space available for
a female May 25. Call 868 -1871 eves .
May 24 to June 26 Renta l, three bedroom
duplex. Great for group or family . Furnished.
Nearly new. 3.5 · miles from campus .
Country setting, four person maximum.
Pets neg. Non-smokers. Short-term rent
of $600 including utilities. Security deposit.
Call 659-5932.
.
Rental May 24-Aug. 27. Nearly new home,
·nke for family. Quiet, a-bout 3.5 miles from
campus. Four person maximum , children
o k. Non-smokers preferred . Furnished.
$625/mo plus utilities. Deposit and lease.
Fall lease and rates available.
Summer Sublet-great Main St. location.
Washing machine , nice front lawn , everything included. One space available for
a female May 25. Call 868-1871 eves.
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
for female students only. Available for 198788 academic year. Private entrance . Ten
minute walk tom T-Hall. $950 per semester
including utiliHes. Call 868-2217 after 4
p.m.
SUBLETTERS: Are you p!anning to spend ·
a fun -filled summer in Durham? We have
the place for you' Sp\:icious singles, and
a dou,ble availabl e in a roomy house at
Da vis Courts. Call Stephanie at 868-1433
for more info.
Summer Sublet-great Main St. lo c ation .
Washing machine, nice froni lawn, everything included . One space availaole for a female May 25. Call 868 - 1871 eves.
I am looking for an apartment in Portsmouth
beginning Jun e 1. If y ou are mo v ing out
or need a roommate. Call Carrie at 86 21 323 or 7,49·-1 464 .
Beautifully rennovated house in Dover.
Large kit c hen , dining room , li'ving' room ,
four bedrooms. $185 / month / person plu s
utilities. Available June 1. Hard wood floors,
bay windows, on Kari-van route . Ca_ll Sarah
at 524-9698 evenings .
Need a place June 1- August 3 0th in
Durham ? 2 person apartment available. ·
Females only. Rent negotiable. Call Donna ·
868 -2081 .
We are looking for a 4 bedroom house. to
rent beginning Aug . 31 either'in th e Durham
or Dover area. Please give us a call if you
are leaving and not returning ·next year .
Noreen , Keith , Tony , Catherine at 8624426.

THE FAR SIDE

Dover 4 bedrooms , li ving room , IZitchen ,
and den . Centrally located near Kari -van
route . $740 a month includes all utiliti es.
Lease required Call 7 42 - 7908 between
7-9 pm .
·
Faculty or Grad' Lee summer rental , 2
bedroom/2 person. Furnished, clean, nice.
Non-smokers. $450 / mo including utilities .
659-5932 .

Earn $480 weekly-i60 per hundred- circulars mailed. Guaranteed . Work at home
and participate in our Compa,ny project
m a i I i n g Ci r c u I a,r.s and ass em b I i n g
materials .-Send stamped self addressed
envelope to JBK Mailcompany PO Box
25 Castaic, California i 9131 O

SPRINGFEST '87 at the AUDIOPHILE. Eight
days of spectacular savings for UNH
students on stereo systems , car stereos.
Factory fresh and some demos . 122
Lafayette Rd ., Rte _. 1 North , Hampton ,
03862. 964-7115.

NOW HIRING: College Pro Painters, Great
pay and lots-of fun. Call flOW! 1-800-3464649

ACOUSTIC GUITAR FOR.SALE. Phantom
Acoustic, 198-7, in perfect condition , comes
with case Lists for $185 will sell for $130.
Come see MARK in Stoke 431 or call 8624571.

Need strong, hardy, mechanical male for
yard work , riding mower, odd jobs, part time,
starting anytime . Call 436-8500 days-Kristi.

Summer room av~ilable Nice furnished,
utiliti_es included. easy' rent. Available June
1
_1' -Aug 31 'or July 1-Aug 31-, Call 868-3902
evenings after 9:00 p.m .
·

Make· good summer Earnings. College Pro
Painters pays $5-$7 hr. for good summer
painters Outlets throughout New England
Call 1-800-346-4649.

Dover, 2 bedroom apartment, off street
parking , walk to town and Kari - van line.
$500 / mo., hot water included. 749-0743 .

Part time work ... FtJII Time. Income Outside
Sales Positions : Fle xible hours . Good for homemakers . Great income. car necessary. If interested call: (617) 888-6779

Summer sublet available on Main Street.
2 bedroom. kitchen , living area . Lease
June-August. Rent n_egotiable. Call Karen
868 -3519
Summer sublet in Durham' Great location
and mostly furnished. person apartment
at $170 a tnorith per person. Ask for Dan
at 868-6133

2

HELP WANTED
Live and work at the Dairy Barn this
summer, 20-40 hrs/wk@ 4.15/hr, room
available for 4 hr work / wk, start 5 / 15-5 / 29 ,
will train reliable people, call Paul at 8621027 or eve . 868-2347 for an interview
FREE interviews, Cape Cod's hottest
restaurant-bar complex. interview weekend , Saturday. April 25. 10-4, Sunday April
26, Noon - 4. Season May 21-Sept. 7 and
more. GUIDO MURPHY'S , Corner of West
Main Street and Sea Street, Hyann is, MA.
COME ON DOWN'
GREAT SUMMER JOBS' at Popular Boys
Summer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee.
Write : Camp DeWitt, Box 21 06 Wolfeboro
NH 03894. (569-2681)
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed for company project stuffing
envelopes and assembling materials.-Send
stamped self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailcompany Pb bo x 25 ~-87 Castaic-,
California , 91310.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITY-Fine residential
carnp for girls in Vermont seeking women
counselors / instructors, Mid-June through
Mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis : sailing,
riding, canoeing, watertro·nt, drama , ceramics, arts & crafts, fieldsports, tripping
instructors. Non -smokers, good character
and !ove of children . Call Lochearn Camp,
' (802) 333-4211
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS: researching
coastal New Hampshire Salt Marshbiology / hydrology part time academic
year. Full time summer CAtL Chris 8623956.
WANTED : Volunteers to help SAFE-RIDES.
We are looking for drivers, assistants and
dispatchers. ,It would include two weekend
nights fron:i 1 0 pm-2 am a semester.
C_ontact Health Services Health Education
Center 862 -3823 if interested.
Wanted - TUTOR: to give private crash
course in _computer literac y to adult.
(Purpose : 'ACCESS & DATA t~1=TRIEVAL).
Hours very flexible (estimat P. d total 1530) Call 868-2853 anytirr.e.
Camp Counselors: The joys and challenges
of molding the lives of young children in
a positive way. Help nurtur-e a child 's self- ·
esteem while experiencing personal selfgrowth . For more information call Child
and Family Services of N.H., Concord, NH;
224-7479 . Ask about Camp Spaulding,
serving c hildren since 1921.
·
I

Need mature, warm person with knowledge
of c hild development to care for infant arid
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for
· very reasonable rent in separate apartment.
Needed Tues , Wed., Thurs 7:30-4 p.m.
beginning fall. Call 7 49-9224.
ATTENTION SUMMER JOBS-May to September , at the UNH Dairy Bar . Flexible
hours , ideal for students taking summer
courses. Some weekends required. Pleasant working atm osphere, we will train you .
Call or apply to Dana Glennon, Mgr., Tel.
862-1006 , after 1 30 p.m. Waitpeople ,
cooks and general workers ne~de·d. Apply
now, don 't wait.

Summer Job-Personal care attendant
needed for disabled person. Pay is
$5 QO/hr. 24+ hours per week. call Greg
at 868-1 986 evenings .
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELO-R POSI TIONS: In Ma-nchester NH. Work study
preferred . Contact Frank Mitchell, Pine
Island 4 - H center, 2049 Brown Ave, ·
Manchester, NH 03103 Tel. 627-5637
Work Study Jobs Available. Assist in
research projects con c erning Gr1eenland
and Antarc tic snow and ice. Good pay. No
experience necessary. Contact: Dr. Mary
Jo Spencer , Room 343 Science and
Engineering Re sAarch Building, 862-3157

By GARY LARSON
1983 Chev. Cavalier Wagon , A / C, AM / FM
Stereo. Excellent condition, low mileage,
extra wheel , 4 ,000 . 207 / 384 -5218 after
6 p.m. or weekends.

1980 Red Ford Mustang in good shape
A,sking $2000 or Best Offer. Call 659- 7369

}!..
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..

,
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1981 Honda .Passport Motorscooter Two
seater w I rear basket' excellent condition_recent tune ·up . Great for summer' $550
or B.O. incl. chain, lock, and heI·rnet. Call
Stephanie 868-1707 or 868-1105.
75 SAAB 99GL , '_80 engine and transmission, good condition - needs fuel pump.
evenings 431-0913
Electric Guitar for Sale; Les Paul Copy
Model, Good Condition. Black w/ 2 pick
up system . Must sell. $95. Call Paul R. at
868-9830 or 862-·1 323.
MAGIC BUS 77 VW-lnterior remodeledgood condition. Fuel injected-let the Bus
takes your soul. 868-6265 $900 or B.O .
198_0 Kawasaki LTD 440, red, 1 Ok miles,
gooGl first bike. $500 or best offer. Call Mike
1
868-6684
TEAC V-33 stereo cassette deck for sale.
Dolby noise reduction, metal capacity, 4
track system for great sot,md . Call John
at 868-3610

Blue Jean Day' You don't have to be gay
to support gay rights. Wear blue jeans on
Wednesday, April 15.
Pook, I'm hurr.yin' I'm hurryin'! Believe
me ... l'm hurryin'! I mean ... the Alhambra,
Sierra Nevada, and rest of Granada are
great, but you're my favorite scenery' Ya
know·IJl.'.hat? I love you tool SCXOXOTT
Interested in learning about the UN? Join
the Model UN organization! We participated
in mock sessions with other colleges ail
over the country, as well as events here
on c;;ampus. Weekly meetings: Mondays,
7:00 Horton Rm .
\

SONY COMPACT D!S.C PLAYER FOR
SALE-20 track memory, 3 beam laser, still
under warranty: Come listen to the sound!
Call Craig, 862-4357after 6 p.m.

Friends, don't let friends drink and drive.
SAFE RIDES, Thursdays through Saturdays, 10 p.m.-2 a.m . Call 862-1414.

1975 Ch e vy Camara. Glossy black with
chrome rims . 350 V-8 -runs excellent. Body
in good cond ition . New ti.res, front brakes,
exhaust and water pump. Must sell quickly.
Asking $2800. Call Fred after 6 p.m at 8683404.
'

Support groups for Women Who Have Been
Abused (assault: sexual asault, date rape ,
incE)st, battering, attempted rape, stranger
rape) , Tuesdays all semester, 3:00-4:30
p.m .. at Counseling and Testing, Schofielq
House, for more information call 3698 and
ask for Dani.

SCUBA Equipment for sale-NE Divers steel
tank, Dacor regulator, b.c., weight belt , 1 / 4"
wet suit, gloves, boots, and hood. $100.
- Call Doug or Claudie 868-1064.

"BRING ON 1.HE NIGHT" W /STI-NG
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS
AT 8 & 10 pm by MUSO

TENT _
FOR SALE-2 person Sierra Design ,
light weight-only 4 lbs. aluminum poles;
$45. _C all Doug / Claudie 868-1064 evenings. ·
Racing Bike, Cannondale , SR400 , blue,
5 .3 cm or 21 " , 6 months old , excellent
condition, computer, pump, $400, 868-7162

Services
FUN SCUBA DIVER CERTIFICATIONS:
Lowest c·ost in Port_smouth. Equipment
rental available. Contact Neil Pfost at 4369972. 4-6 people per class.
Contraceptive services-confidentia l high
quality care by trained and sen:sitive staff,
sliding fees for exams, supplies .and birth
cont~ol pills. Call for appointment . The
Clinic, Dover (7 49-2346) Rochester- (3324249) .
Sprin.gtime catering : All events ranging
from casual cocktail parties to elegant
receptions. Culinary Institute graduates .
Call Mike or Karl 868-6507.
Guit?r Instruction-study with a GIT Grad .
Techni(!Jue, improvisational concepts,
harmony and theory, ear training. All levels.
Call now 659-7 442
Carpentry, .painting , home improvement.
1
T op quality work at a low price . Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
· Professors / Students: Too ,busy for typing?
Call 33~-WORD for your word processing
needs. Accurate, fast serv,ice at fair prices.
Typing of all kinds. $1 .25 per double spaced
page: pick-u·p/delivery if required Please
call 742-2629 .
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?
Keep your money in your pocket and your
. thumb in the air-AIR HITCHIT. From Boston
or NYC. For $169 or less (as reported in
Consumer Repor ts , NY Times, Newsday,
"Harvards Let 's" Travel Guide Series, Good
Housekeeping, and on national network
morning shows) . For details, call 212-8642000 or write 2901 Broadway, Suite 1 OOH,
NY, NY 10025.

FINANCIAL AID: Sources located for
freshmen/ sophomores by computer. Reasona b Ie rates. Money back guarantee.
Academic Fundsearch, PO Box K, Plymouth, NH 03264.
'
Don't wan.tto drive home with an intoxicated
· ·driver? _Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414 ,
Thursdays through Saturday, 1 O p.m. to
2a.m
Summer in Europe $239. Lowest schedul~d
fares to alf of Europe from Boston . Call
1(800) 325-2222.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Fre·e pregnan- cy testing and information on abortion and
alternatives. Call 749-4441.
If you are forced to have sex, are sexually
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trai ned to help
in these situations , 'call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR.
UNH Bookstore Sidewalk Sale April 27th
through May 1st *Spring Cleaning*-General
Reading Books :.computer Books 25¢ per
pound. *Winter Clothing Clearance* *Spring
Plants*.
Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price . Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
ADOPTION: We're a loving, happily married
coupl e, academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newborn.
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942 .
Bad Thursday in the MUBPUB. RHYTHM
& BLUES w / NEIL & THE NIGHTLIFES.
THIS THURSDAY IN THE PUB. $3 students
"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy and
s.ell. Wed. through Sat. 10-6. Wiswall Rd ,
Durham (off Packers Falls Rd.) 659 -5106
WIZARD OF oz11 Midnight Thursday11
Showings at 7, 9:30 and 12.
GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of Monty Python)
will be here April 30th.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR TEXTBOOKS! *Sell your books at t~e UNH
Bookstore after your exams and enter our
. drawing for a membership at the Franklin
Fitness Center*. BUYBACK WEEK May
18th-May 22nd.
Wanted.: Toy trains and accessqries,· any
size, any condition, any amount. Call Joe
at 664-5184.

1983 Nissan Stanza Excellent Condition.
Electric Sunroof, four new tires , five speed
$4,000 or best offer. Must Sell.

--
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, SPRING FEST '87 at the AUDIOPHILE. Eight
days of spectacular savings ' tor UNH
students on stereo systems : car stereos.
Factory fresh and some demos. 122
Lafayette Rd., Rte. 1 North, Hampton,
03862 . 964-71'15.
''BRING ON THE NIGHT" WISTING
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS
AT 8 & 10 pm by MUSO
Hello President Weasel.
Bad Thursday in the MUBPUB. RHYTHM
& BLUES w / NEIL & THE NIGHTLIFES.
THIS THURSDAY IN THE PUB. $3 students
Leos DON'T like Jello-they like strawberry
daquiris, pina coladas, and evenings on
the beach real mellow' Dci Rams like the
ocean too? Or will mountain tops only do?

Blue Jean Day' Wear blue jeans in support
of lesbian and gay right_s on Wepnesday
ApMI 15.
.
"BRING ON THE NIGHT" W /STING
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS .
AT 8 & 10 pm by MUSO
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA: Project Manager needed. FREE vacation plus $$$. 1 800-237 -2061 .
. Bad Thur.sday in the MUBPUB. RHYTHM
& BLUES w/NEIL & THE NIGHTLIFES.
THIS THURSDAY IN THE PUB. $3 students
Happy 21st Birthday Marla!!!'!(early) You
just think you're something special now,
don't you?

Earwig--See, even a loser can get a
personal. Hope you aren't behind in your ·
' reading--l'd never let such a thing happen.
Stop talking about California or everyone
OPEN PARTYl!!SPRING JUBILEE April 23- .
will really hate you. Carolyn.
26 GET Psyched. Fun, Fun, Fun
"BRING ON THE NIGHT" W /STING .
Hi Cindy C.-just thinking about ya' Hope
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS
we get through this awful week!
AT 8 & 10 pm by MUSO
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· c:c.ASSIFIED
1Hf S fS HAR C.
He is 21 years old today ...

HA2E Hf H.
(he likes it)
"BRING ON THE NIGHT" WISTING
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS
AT 8 & 10 pm by MUSO

We're looking for Nui Nui, He was last seen
heading due South in a lime green bug.

To everyone who participated in the illegal ·
Booze Cruz '87, you guys are the bestl!I
Let's do it again sometime! Love ya, Deb.

Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPM_A N (from
Monty Python) is coming to UNH to speak
April 30th.
.

FREE RENT! Farm with bay view, 5 minutes
from UNH, with private studio apartment.
Available June 1 and/or September 1. Rent
in exc hange for ca.re of our 4 year old'
daughter 1 evening and 1 afternoon per
week and alternate weekends . Flexible
hours . For more information call: Sue or
. Marc at 742-3457 or 742 -2610'.

VOTE FOR APSEY AND HARCOURT APRIL 14th and 15th-YOU OWE IT TO
YOURSELF.

Stephanie in red-My fears are realized,
we·r~ apart (I 've theorized, your heels. I'm
riot lickin') Because I'm stil l chicken . L.

Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (from
Monty Python) is coming to UNH to speak
April 30th.

78 Datsun ·B210, new tires, new clutch,
needs some work, $600 or B.O. Call Teresa
7 49-2859 leave message.

"BRING ON THE NIGHT " W I STING
FRIDAY NIGHT IN THE PUB. SHOWINGS
At 8 & 10 pm by MUSO

He lp' I need interviews with people who
have attempted suicide or those who l<now
people who have attempted or committed '

BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX AVAILABLE -2 bedroom, newly renovated, wi'th ·fir eplace .
. DON'T FORGET TO _vOTE FOR JAY
Private rural setting. Optional garage space
APSEY ANIJ GLEN HARCOURT FOR
available; garden & lojs of lawn. Walk to
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT AND VICE
river, convenient to Kari-van lin e. $550
plus utilities. Call Marc 7 42-3457 or 7 42- · PRESIDENT.
2610.
K. Clemens: H~re 's a personal to let you

· _
A.,__
pr_il _3_0t_h_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

know you have a secret admirer during
lunch at the HUD . GK

CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Phy'sics
$22.00 Molecular Model Set $6.00 Together

Bad Thursday in the MUBPUB. RHYTHM

only $25.00 Call Tammy at 749-4531

Okay Lorna, here we go. ST. PAULI GIRL
RUGGERS g.reat gam.e on ·saturday; way
to step on Brown. I have Jo say that the
pa{ty was of high caliber too! (nice high
tackles, Ellen) Now it's time to stuff the
muffs so let's try to get a team going, got
it? Sincerly you know who. P.S. nice shirts!

su icide . I am writing a paper focusing on
this social crisis 669-8563 Ask for Ed
Don't forget GRAHAM CHAPMAN (from
Monty Python) is coming to UNH to speak

& BLUES w/NEIL & THE NIGHTLIFES.

Nui Nui, wowo, bota go now'

THIS THURSDAY IN THE PUB. $3 stuqents

Poet Lover-We' ll make it, even when the
Continentcf1 Divi-Gl'1. starids between us. All
my love-the little poet : ·.

Have you seen Nui Nui lately-Neither have
we

University Comics
Brushing up on your Shakespeare

~PcA ~ PA-LI! A-PPAR inoNl

ur; l,lti,1-T's 111e

S PEA-I(:. ~ ~/111
Bel<) IVD TO HlA-tf !

DONT DRINK-1-

PSLLl'\S lt'Nl&Gal

,~ ~l!P lJH>tf5

. DRIVE, CALI- .

t ,-

S1'FER1DE

or/2.f}J.
tvo r
4-S~fN6 "f OV(/Jl/df
ON s Bll> Ni).
"'~ JS 0#

I 0oNT

. s,a-SAFE

gur

Pl/('l>;;

J:./10 W,

tiii ,s o~TH U< 0. No()} ~M 8 ,1-Clc;
Ol'ITti 11'1) Jt6,tl~

I

a

" CAN'r

•

•

·soa.y DID

•

r

• ,

You. ju.ST

WA J.-t< f

•.

YOll S~IP

Ftl't>A't's (,()MIC STltP7

C

•

11

\ '\

-_
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Universi

Comics

Jumpin' Jake

By Bob Durling

Leslie -the Newt

w HAT !?'You

wANT

ME TO CELfBRA>E

V. S. -s Porv SOR£ D
1£RR OR lSJV" rN

OH! TH E

S TA N D •••

THAT GUY ,I

I DorlT u N1'£R- .
SlA/JD HOW Yov
CAN BE So 8L/1"D

NICARA -SVA?!?

_

..,...

v V '1 ---.J✓ ..J

Hampsha Hicks
FltlSi

lltJTlL .. . ..

ASk ME
TO A- CONTRA DA[\JCEf

· A-VDAC/T,

WHAT W AS THAT
,ALL A 80 VT f

TO

·by L9u Springer
and the \A/inner, by
a _split decision, is ...

·

DATE WIIVEft.SATIO/J IS

WA RMONGf R I-IAD T 4£

t- ~I~ ,.

":>

Cl~S

41

THAT /MP£R/AL/ST

S\JFF£RIPG
CAVS £1) BY ovR
M£NT'> I
G0V£RIJ
.
> _ . J:\CTJ otJ5,,

-· the follo
scene ha
·-censore ,

, ,,
.exce

NE RVE . OF

TO THE

- ~~~
'.

No ! · yov Do /V"r UN DER:_

-rou,,,..
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· IT'S NOT TOO LATE
TO APPLY FOR .

Liability
Arr~sts ·

SUMMER JOBS
U SING
H H·O _
WIT_

DWI

- 1TH THE DEPARTM:·E·N T
OF RESI DE-N TIAL LIFE ·!!!!!

Landlord-Tenant
Relations
and any other legal issues
A seminar.with Attorneys
Craig Evans and Steven White

l] ·~
-

--,

.~ ~ m ,

'

FULL ,AND PART-TIME_
COLLEGE WO.RK . STUDY
HOURLY POSITIONS .
Preference Given

HillsboroughRoom, Tues. April 28

1-2 p.m.

~ring your leases for inspection!

To Those Who Apply

By Ap,ril-24, 1987

Applications Available at

Pettee House

TheTe Are a Variety of Positions Available
Ranging From Office Help to P.hysical ~abor

1

, )

t -

"
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i

I

Q

I\ • ..
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r
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._ _ _ _ _ _ MEN ROWERS _ _ _ __

_ _ WOMEN ROWE.RS _ _

(continued from page 31)
.created more by "his guts, than
training or technique."
Jones's boat, the second hea. vyweight boat, nonetheless
· came in last to Boston U niver- ·
· sity and Northeastern. The boat
was a foot behind at the finish
line, but was gainjng on them.The boat's firlish was the closest
of a disappbinting UNH day.
The three other UNH boats
also came in last place, but much
further •behind the leaders.
· . There were various reasons for
· the team's weak showing. No
one could blame the weather,
though, which was perfect. The
sun shone alone in the sky, while
1/ the Prudential building's image
reflected .in the flat Charles
River.
Allsopp said the heavyweight
boat needed to be more relaxed.
'.'They were overly anxious and
physically tense," he said. This
.-, made the rowing· like "riding

a bike with the brakes on."
Coxswain Craig Vosburgh
said he tried to get the cadence
above 33 per minute, but the
rowers were unable to sustain
it. Other rowers blamed the few
times the team has been on the
wa(er. Allsopp did not accept .
. thjs, even though it was an
excuse he used last year.
Allsopp felt the varsity boat
rowers were in the best shape
on the team, but questi.o ned
their psychological ·make-up.
'Tll have to find the tight bodies
and get ( them) out ... and get a
boat made of boat movers," he
·
'¥>
said.
The JV~oat ~as pleased with
their eff6rt, but disappointed
they had not started their sprint
earlier. Allsopp said he would
try and come up with a "special"
finish for the boat's next race
on Saturday against Division
II rival Temple University.

(continued from page 31)
Novice coach Keith Guilkie
said his two boats rowed si~ilar
races. Both finished approximately 25 seconds behind their
respective leaders. "They don't ·
know how to race ·yet," he said.
"They work hard and pull
hard ... (But) they do not have
the intensity level to go at it."
· Guilkie felt his boats would ·
improve with more racing experience and practice. This week
the boats will compete in headto-head competitions with the .
varsity boats. Guilkie also said
the boats will practice "one to
two minute races."
During the winter the rowers
worked on the rowing .m achines
for at least 10 minutes. A crew
race usuaily. lasts for around six
minutes. The shorter races will
create greater speed, he said.
'''There will be a drop in volume,
and a pick up in intensity and
.
.
quality."

battered-by wakes and we had
three boa.t stoppers, but once
we cleared, the power was
there."
UNH prevailed, finishing
with a time of 7:52, eight
s·econds ahead of Mount Holyoke.
The varsity women completely dominated the 2000-meter
course as they executed a flaw- ,
less race. "The crew's objective
was to use this race as practice
for the upcoming Eastern
Sprints," sa:id varsity -coxswain
Lori Johnson. "They made no

mistakes du-ring the race ·and
that's the way we'll have to row
against Princeton, Harvard, and
Wisconsin."
UNH's winning time was
7:13, compared tp Mount Holyoke's 7:29. Unfortunately,
both the first and second novice
crews were overwhelmed by an
aggressive . Holyoke · novice
·
team.
T~e next regatta will be in
Durham on Tuesday,April 14th,
at 3 :00 p.m. against the varsitycrews from Northeastern University:

_ _ _ _ BASEBALL---(continued from page 32)
seventh on a home run by Jim
Stevens, but Ghilani ended it
a few outs later. Final score: · 3-

in favor of Tom Charbono after
he walked the lead-off man. A
sacrifice bunt followed by a Paul 1.
Granatelli bloop single gave
The· late game was also frusURI the run they need to take
trating for the Wildcats. Fresh- the fiercely contested game.
man Scott MacDonald took the
"That was a tough one to
hill · for his first start as a lose," said Conner. "MacDonald
Wildcat. URI drew first blood pitched a hell of a game. He'~
in the first on a Shea homer, but a freshman who hasn't seen a
MacDonald settled down-after lot of action yet. That's the way
that. He pitched scorelessly into freshmen are. They can .be great
the final inning, giving up only one day and miserable the next.
·
.one additional hit.
Look at Stevens. I'd have to say
Rams' hurler Bob Rurak was· that he's been one of our mostc
also on. He whiffed seven 'Cats effective pitchers thus far, but
on his way to a two-hitter. UNH he just didn't have it against
managed to get a piece of him Central Connecticut. It's hard
in the sixth, though. Ashley tied to predict how well they'll do.'' 1
die game at one, singling in
UNH's record now stands at
Benjie Johns.
.9-11. Mac Donald ~ill ·p robably
MacDonald started ·the final,
start one of today's contests. ·
. seventh inning, but was lifted versus UMass at.Brackett Field.

(continued from page 32)

The men's crew team races division rival Tern.pie in purham next weekend. The women's
·
team is also in Durham against Northeastern.(file photo)
.

ts young, and she suggests UNH
should, with the team's gained
experience, see a promising
future. This year's team, however1 wilLlose it's only competing senior, Peggy Donovan.
Donovan, worthy of praise, has

competed in every meet for the
entire four years she has been
at UNH. No doubt her absence
will be felt. But, as Goodspeed ·
foresees, the future 'looks bright . .
Until next year ...

'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......- - PLANE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (cominued from page 1)
fact, I would µave liked to have the norm. Most people try to
be different by wearing different
gone up with him."
She sa.i:d, "I would like to be · clothes or haircuts. But Rock
ab\e to thank all the people at saw things like other people
UNH that were his friends. I ·didn't - like sunsets. He enjoyed
know a lot of people-made him things differently. He saw deeply into things; and he'd stop and
.
very happy there."
Parents of Flynn, Richard and wonder about them."
Flynn graduated fifth in the
. Grady were unava·ilable for
1986 senior class of Rochester's
comment.
,, "It was a chain of friendship Spaulding High School.
"A group of us climbed Mt.
where ·we lost two links," said
UNH freshman N ea! King, Chocorua every year," said
close friend of Flynn and Grady. Spear. "Rock had a heart problem all of his life, but he climbed
· "Garon really-loved flying."
Rich Spear, freshman, knew the mountain every year. When
Flynn for six years. "Rock was he made it it was a personal best
·unique. He a)ways swerved from for him. He loved being 'alive."
0

Greg Collins, freshman, went I've ~ver met, and probably e'v er
to high school with Flynn and will meet." She said he loved
Grady. Grady had just returned to dance, and was interested in
from flight school in Colorado, politics.
- "His goal in life was to
~cccirding to Collins.
"I had seen them both the become a yuppie," Goulet said.
night before the crash," said "He was clean cut and never let
Collins. "Garon had talked about his hair grow long because it
would go curly. He thought that
.
flying."
Richard, sophomore, trans- would be radical."
"Jay was a really quiet, but
ferred frpm the U nivers.ity of
Miami last year. This was his a friendly guy," Mark Labrecque ·
first semester living in Engle- said. "He was concerned about.
·
hart.
others. If things got out of hand,
Dawne Goulet said, "He was he'd try to get them under
alwa}"S there for me. He was one controL"
of the most affectionate guys · Flynn's wake will be t~day

from 2-4 and 7-9 ,p.m. at the
McGill, Tasker and Chesley
Funeral Home on 621 Central
Ave., Dover. The funeral will
be 11 a.m. Wednesday at the
Church of the Nativity in Barrington.
Richard's wake will be today
2-4 and 7-9 p.in. at Berniers
Funeral Home .in Somersworth.
The funeral is 10 a.m. Wednesday at St. Martin's Chq.rch in
Somersworth.·
Hurley's funeral is 11 a.m.'
Wednesday, at the Fletcher
Funeral Home on 3 3 Marlborough St. in Kee0e.

ABLON·DI
(continued from page 3)
as senator, ,working actively on provide the necessary freshness
the Academic Affai r s and Ju- in the ticket, presenting new
. -~ dicial Policy committees.
views from a perspective
He compared this record to formed predominantly outside
Harcourt's and Aspey's, who the senate. He said this would
both do not serve on. councils complement Jone's senate person the senate. Ablondi said this pective.
·
fact, and their senate attendance
Her viewpoint is important
, shows that even as senators·they as well because their backrounds
• .failed to get invovled·and carried · are so diverse said Ablondi. He
poor atittu9,es.
said the differen~es -1n :gender,
} Apsey has missed two senate Greek a ff i Ii ~t io;rr~
.sru..d e ht
?:meetings, Harcourt has missed groups will ·ernible-t'his· ricket
three meetings.
'to truly· repre"s.e ht the entire
Ablondi said Clarke ·would .student body. ·

, a.na.

Diversity is a big issue according to Ablondi. He ·said this is
important because the Apsey /Harcourt are homogenousboth male and members of the
same· fraternity.
' "Does he think there's no one
other rhan a fellow Kappa
Sigma brother worthy of running with him?" asked Ablondi.
Jones has received input on
governing the senate from. t~e·
national level ·as well said Ao-'
lo,.n dL fie said Joneti -has t <r a-.'~-

velled to senate conferences to proven with Jone's strong stance
see how other. schools ' senates against the administration on
the non-renewal plan and the
get work accomplished.
Ablondi said these conferen- sena(e funding for the model
ces helped him come up with U.N. delegation.
issues in his administration such · · While Ablondi said he apas the point system plan for the proved of Jones and Clarke, he
dining hall and how to coordi- said it is just as important that
nate lobbying for the University students get involved with the
selection process. He encour:on the state level.
Jon~s has the ability to stand . aged all students to get educa:~ed
up .ta _ t9e a:dministration as on the issues, meet the candi~
effectively•'as a:riyone said ·Ab- dates, and vote today and tomor.:
Jondi . .He sa,id this ,had:- been row . .
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Lady . Cats ,b ow to Tempie; beat BC,

· By John Kelley
The UNH womens' lacrosse
team is learning the hard way
that if they continue to lapse
on defense and keep firing their
shots at the -goalie instead of
in the ·net, they can and will be
defeated.
The Wildcats dropped their
second game in a row .Saturday,
- 9-2, to the number one-ranked
Temple Owls, who have a 100 record this season. They
rebounded the next day with an
11 -5 victory over the Boston
College Eagles. Their record is
now 5-2; and according to coach
Marge AnderSO{)., t;hey must win,
all their remaining games if they
- -are to be_invited to the NCAA ·
tournament.
The loss against Temple was
especially disappointing, be cause it was a game that should
have been closer than it was. ·
In fact, it was a contest that could
· have been a UNH victory. The
Wildcats_played ev_en with the
Owls on the field and outshot
them (24-23 ), but they still lost
by seven goals. "
_
. The first half was a defensive
struggle as neither team scored
£or the first ten minutes. Tern-.
ple opened up the scorfog at_the _
10 : 10 mark. Pauline Collins
scored first for the Wildcats· in
between two other Temple
goals. The W ildcats were trailing 3-1 at halftime.- _
.
"The first half we played
well,"-said Collins. "At_halftime,
I thought we were going to win."
: UNH w~s p lagued in the

1

.

second half with defensive Geromini and Collins returned
UNH regained control of the and _she is also optimistic about
miscues. The turning point in - to All-American form as they game as they scored four goals the team's new emphasis on
the con_test came .early in the , both contributed four points
in the last five minutes, two by unity. "We need to just play and
second half when Temple scored apiece to help the UNH cause. Getom-ini . "We excu.ted better relax and shoot for the corners,"
three times in barely four min- Collins had four goals while in this game," Said Collins, "and she said. "We need to · play
utes. "The defense was letting Geromihi added two goals and the timing of our cuts was much complete games, We mus-t_have
them· walk right through us," two assists.
better."
our head in the game at all
said Collins.
·
"They are both playing wel-1,"
Despite the victory, Anderson times." .
"We had some isolated break- said Anderson about her leading still has a few concerns. One is
After the team's ·first loss,
downs in the second half," said scorers. "But I just wish others .'.the play of the defense, which Collins is noticing a team that
Anderson. "We double-teamed . would join them. We have the _Anderson feels has to _be more is much closer thari it was
too early.and ~e did not shift 1 ability to be more balanced. consistent.
before. "The t~am unity is ,m uch
over which left a player open. .Hopefully that will rnme
Also, if the team wants an stronger since the Dartmouth
That · gave th~m some' good through game experience."
invitat'ion to-the NCAA's, they game," she said. "This has
scoring opportunities." ·
Once again the Wildcats must improve_on their shooting helped our play." The offense in the second half played an outstanding first half, . -percentage. "They need to relax __ Today the Wildcats travel to
was shooting about as accurately as they jumped out to a 6~Uead. more and not put as much New Haver:i, Connecticut to play
as Boston Celtics' center Greg But the intensity was not main- pressure on themselves which the Eli of Yale before coming
Kite does from the free thro\v tained through most of the will allow them to get good home to play their first two
line-on target but rarely ·going second half. BC closed the gap location," the coach said.
home contes-rs 0f the season
in. They had fifteen shots but to 7-5 with ten minutes remain.Collins shares much of the over Easter weekend.
only one got by Temple's net- mg.
same sentiments· as her coac-h,
minder. The only offense registered came from Ann Sherer,
who' contributed the only 'Cat's
goal of the second half.
Even though her troops were
defeated, Anderson was not
displeased with h~r .team's
performance against the tough
Temple team. "The kids played
very well," she said'. 'Td love
to play (Temple) again when
we ha ve had some more time By Rick Kampersal
hurdles. situation where you have to
outside on the field. ~ It's ·-getting to be fru strating
'Twas very happy," said
make a name for yourself_ inCollins was ce-rtainly not for the UNH men's track team. ' Wellington. :·Before the meet:
stead of coining in here wi.t h a
intimidated by the defending Last Sunday, they battled even- Jim (Coach Boula·nger) and I . - name," ·said Wellington. national champions. "I do not tual winners UMass unt il the ·talked about some of the thipgs
As for r--he meet, it took the
think we were outclassed," she last two evehts -when the Min- I had to do ?f S I'm aiming
last two events to determine the
said. "We beat ourselves.''.
utemen's. superiority in the towards the decathlon. We
w-inners, the 5009-meter run,
A day· later the Wildcats _ distance eyents showed._
thought that a time of 15..4 in ·and the l600-fneter relay.
turned. the tide as they defeated
When lt was over and do:ne the hurdles wotlld be great and
UNH's entry in the 5000 was
BC 11-5.
with, UMass wofl the meet with · I ran a 15.4 and a 15.3."
_ Jim McKenzie; but he didn't
The offensive firepower of 57__points, Maine rnme i~ s~cond
All t-his was .fine and dandy,
score any points.
with 52, and UNH frnished · but it drives home the point that
The meet made it obvious
, close behind with 50. Rhode UNHis _m oreofabigmeetteam
that there is no real dominant
Island· pulied up the rear with . · than a dual meet team. "Our
track team in Ne~ England.
only 3.3 points. .
- . team gets beat a lot at small ,,"We're all pretty equal," said
It was a quacl rangular meet meets," said Wellington. "But Boulanger. "We were strpng in
reuniting the "old Yankee Con- at the New Engfands, ·we finthe field events, UMass was
ference" but the University of - ished sixth out of 25 teams. It's
strong . in the distance, -and
Vermont was unable to make · just that we don't have the depth
Maine had the speed."
it due to financial reasons.
in the dual meets, wh_e re as we
"There's no doubt about it,"
Some fine individual perfor- do have the individuals who will said Wellington. "UMas-s killed ·
mances were turned in for the carry us in the big meets, like us in the distance. But there's
'Cats as Ed McCabe won the Ed (McCabe) -a nd Tom Licht - really no way they'll beat us at
hammer (186 feet, nine inches) man."
the Easterns or the New Engand the shot put (55' 1/ 2").
The problem ,that the UNH iands."
Tom Lichtman won the ja- team has is that it is vasdy
This Friday, the ,Wildcats
velin event with a robust throw inferior to most other New travel to Hanover to compete
of 198'8," over 18 feet better _, E-n gland teams in the distance in t-he Northern Classic Meet
than his nearest opponent. events, but it will blow anyone at Dartmouth. Right now, the
Darrel Covell won _the 800 o:ut _of the water with its weightt - team has something to prove.
meters with a time of 1:55.5 and _ performances and field events. · _ "There. was a: poll in the paper ·
Mike Welling~on took the ver- This, Wellington claims, is - the other day,"' said-Wellington.
satility a:ward for the day as he due to the fact ·that, while other "N,e w Hampshire didn't even
finished second in the javelin, schools give out scholarships appear on- it. I think that was
the 4 :x: 100 relay, the 1600-m~ter and go all out .ro_recruit athletes, a big mistake."
relay and the 110-meter high UNH does -not. "It's a type of

T rackmen take third in ,

"reunion" battle

.

.

.

T he UNH volleyball d ub competed in playoffs over the weekend.
Look for story in Friday's sports pages. (Kathy LeDuc photo)
'
I

Baseball Today:
vs. UMass ·at Brackett Field
1:00

The men's lacrosse team is at home on Wednesday against BC. (Craig Parker photo)
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Wildcat laxmen drop a tough oi:ie to UM
By Marla G.· Smith
tea!1} All-American this year,"
Garber said. Locasio was named
UMass beat the Wildcats'
second team Ail-American last
men's lacrosse team 18'-7 Satseason as a freshman.
urday. But the score doesn't
Senior attackman Barry Fras. justify the game.
er was shut out despite having
"I think it's the best we've
18 shots on the UMass net.
played all year,,, said funior
"Very rarely do you see Barry
midfielder Glen Harcourt.
Although the Wildcats' re- ' Fraser get shut out of - the
scoring," said McCaffrey.
cord dropped to 1-7, the fhorale
UNB challenges Boston Colof the team picked up after ,
lege Wednesday at 3 p.m. and
Saturday's game. St. John's Saturday at J. p.m . .
"We've started working as
Garber said the game Satura unit again," ·Harcourt said.
"We' re starting to move the ball . day will be live on New England
Sports Network (NESN).
around more." The 'Cats did not
·· let up in the third and fourth · NESN will feature a live bathing
quarter during the UMass·game.· suit contest on spectator:s in the
stands·.
· Head coach Ted Garber said,
"We can foresee a win on
"Tactically, we played with a
lot of discipline. I didn't feel as ' Wednesday, but a tough game
on.Saturday," Harcourt said. "A
bad playing UMass this year as
win will loosen the morale and
last y,ear."
spirits of the team."
Goalie Dave Applefeld start"We have to work on 'p utting
ed the first halt of the game.
the ball in the net when we get
Craig Benes tended the Wildcat
the chance," Garber said.
goal the second half of the game.
· 'The goals of NCAA may
"UMass got a lot of closeA Wildcat laxman takes it on the back of the helmet from a UMass defender in Saturday's range shots," Garber said. "But have been picked off," McCafthey had a hard time covering .frey said. "But as your goals get
defeat. (Craig Parker photo) ·
picked off, you have to get new
~tir midfielders."
Kevin Growney scored three . ones. We have eight games
times for UNH, John Zwack ahead of us and we have to play
scored twice, and Mike McCaf- them well. We can't throw in
frey and Bruce Med each popped the toweL"
Perl)aps the quote on-McCaf~
in a goal.
·
"Their goalie made a lot of frey's dorm wall sums up the
By Paul Sweeney
great saves," Garber said,. ref- team's attitude the best: "Failure
expecting in the first few years, at Smith. Her throw of 151' 8"
erring to UMass' Sal Locasio. isn't fatal. Success isn:t final."
The UNH women's track this year girls are throwing the was first and only four feet short
"He will probably make first
rnam's hammer throwers are hammer anywhefr from 120 to of her own UNHr ecord.
ahead of their time. Over the 150 feet.
The output from the track and
weekend at the Smith Invita"The qualifying standard of • field events lent a nice balance
tional, yet another qualified for the hammer event isn't as high to the Wildcat effort. Joanne
a post~season championship as the other eveflts," Krueger Marshall's 5-foot jump in the
meet.
said. "It's really no problem for high jump took third place at .
Sophomore Karen Wehmark the throwers_ to II)~ke that the ·meet. Terry Dexter and
tossed the hammer 118-feet, 9- standard." .
.
Mary Bombaraier ran solid races
inches, good ~nough to earn her
To qualify for the New Eng- in the 200-meter and 800-rrieter
a place at the ECAC Champion- land Championships, the dis- respectivley, both finishing
ships later in the spring. ·
· tance is 110 feet, while .the fourth.
Wenmark will join teammate · ECAC's require -a 118-foot, 8Krueger has hopes-that both
Jen Shepley, who qualified for inch throw. With the strong those runners will qualify for
the ECAC's in the hammer last performances in the hammer championships later in the
weekend in Rhode. Island. Both throw this year, that standard season. She also believed her
Wenmark·and Shepley have als9 is-likely to rise for coming spring 4 x 100 relay unit also has the ·
made the grade for the New seasons.
·
potential to get some extra work
England Championships, where
Wenmark, who qualified for at the end of the regular season.
freshm~n Heidi Hill will join the ECAC's "by the skin of my
The biggest disappointment
them to throw the hammer as teeth'', is looking forward to of the Smith Invitational was
result of her qualifying toss in competing. "As a team, we • that five of the 12 teams scheRhode Island. _
should do strongly," she said. duled to compete didn't show
"Of the \field. events, the "Two oth~r teams in New up. The meet also went unhammer is our strongest," said England are strong in the scored, so the Wildcats didn!t
Wenmark. "Right now we have hammer, but our throwers have get the opportunity to match
great hammer throwers who really been jumping to the top." up against the -opponents with
have learned the event fast and
As the season rolls on, Wen- points.
jumped right into the top of the mark wants to improve on her
"It would have been nice to
competition."
· _
. . personal records. Competing see how we did," said Krueger
Ac<(:ording to Wildcat coac~ , in the ECAC's last season, she about · the absence of team·
Nancy Krueger, the hammer recorded her best of 127 feet. scores. "We did real well though.
throw has only existed in wom- "I'd like to keep going up into I was pleased that we scored in
en's track for three years, so the 130, 140-foot range," she all of the events we competed
when establishing the length said. 'Td like to put myself right in exceprthe 1500-meter."
of the throw necessary to qualify up there with the other top
The women's track team ·will
(or post-season championships, . competition, where Jen Shepley be busy at the end of this week.
the corrimitte_e was lenient for is now." At the Smith Invita- On Thursday, they have the BC
this reason.
tional, W enmark' s toss placed J;lelays and the weekend brings
.: The quick-learning throwers her third, one notch behind the Dartmouth Tri-State ClasWildcat Mike McCaffrey finds himself sand~iched by tw~
have. made a joke of the stand- Shepley in the hammer throw.
iic. The meet at Dartmouth
ard. '.'The (length) doesn't reJave~in thrower Sandy Rich- presents the unique-opportunity Minutemen during Saturday's game. (Craig Parker photo)
-present the quality of the event," -ter is already near the head qf for the both the men's and
said Krueger. "Instead of the her class. The Wildcat junior women's UNH track teams to
. 70, 80 or90-foot throws we were. once again won the javelin event combine scores in coinpetition.

Wenmark reaches her mark

Crewmen off to
Women rowers show talent . turbulent start

/
By Paula Dawn Schmitt
yachters and boaters to display condi6ons is to maintain conThe UNH women's crew their high-tech hardware_which centration through the rough By Peter A. Katz
team, after a disappointing caused the .usually-calm lake. to water." The crews did jt1st that.
The election is today. Because
opener on .April 4th, raced to become a swirling, unpredic- . . The second varsity rowed a of a back injury, he has only
their potential Saturday against . table mess.
very aggressive race. UNH lost · practiced rowing on the water
Mount Holyoke.
"The conditions provided and regained the lead four _times a few days, while the rest of the
.
The competition was held on more of a challenge, a test of .throughout the course. Stroke team _has practiced for three
. Lake Quinsigmund in Worces- our technical skill and mental Dawn Lippold said, "It was like weeks. He even thought about
ter, Massachusetts under less strength," said Coach .-John a washing machine,_we were quitting last week. But when the
· first crew race was held on
than optimal conditions. The Squadroni. "The most difficult
spring-like weather encouraged .aspect of racing under such WOMEN ROWERS, page 29
Saturday; Warner Jones Wl;I.S

there, leading the way for his
boat. '
· · "Warner Jones did a helluva
job stroking," said Coach Chris
Allsopp. (The stroke sits in the
front of the boat and. sets the
pace for the rest of the rowers.)Allsopp. said Jones's effort was

MEN ROWERS, page 29
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Sports
Wi ldc ats get ple nty of we eke nd act ion
.

.

By Derek O'Grady
said Conner. "Our guys were
at bat by Cornellier.
Home is definitely where the
having a tough time hitting the
"We had first and third with
heart is.
nobody out," said UNH coach
plate." CCSU held on for the
Going into this weekend's Ted Conner. "I felt that we had
win.
'
home opener against Central to get the runner in because our
.S.unday's game got the ··cats
Connecticu t State University , sub situation was running low.
right back on track. Joe Teixeira
the UNH baseball team had Staba was on deck and he's a
went eight inniflgs, giving up
played 17 straight road games. pitcher who hasn't picked up
just three runs. The story of the
including two tough losses at a bat all year. Cornellier is the
game, though, was the offense.
. URI late last week, the Wildcats · captain and he's probably the
A three game series takes it 's
were winless in their last _six team's best bunter."
toll on a pitching staff. CCSU
away g~mes.
simply ran out of good pitchers
Cornellier took a strike on the
The 'Cats- won two out of first pitch and then got the
and the/ Wildcats jumped all
three in the series with CCSU. signal for the next pitch. "We
over them.
·
- . Saturday, UNH took the first told him to fake a bunt," said
UNH sent 19 runners across
· game 9-8; but fell in the second Conner. "On a fake bunt, the
the plate to make this one a
10-6. On Sunday, the team got runner at first is supposed to
laugher. The big inning was the
two weeks of pent up frustration steal second."
11 -run seventh. UNH scored
-:"'-l ·
.out of their systems with a 19runs in every inning but the last,
Cornellier faked the bunt, but
3 romp over the Blue Devils.
Ashley staye9 at first. The pitch /which may have been an offerGame one didn't start on an was·. over the plate, making the
ing of mercy.
··
encouragin g note. CCSU bolted count 0-2.
Mike Levin, Ferrin, Lassonde
out to a 6-0 lead only three
and Zegras had two hits apiece
"With two strikes we chanced
innings into the game. UNH it," said the coach. "We told him
for UNH.
got a run back in the fourth, but _ to bunt it for real. If it works,
The two games at Rhode
found themselves in deep trou- great. We win. If he :misses it
Island on Thursday were letble trailing by five entering the , or fouls it, he's out and the game
downs for the 'Cats. Both conlast of the sixth.
may go a few more innings.''
tests were pitching duels. The
The 'Cats managed to pull it
The pitch was way out of the . early game sawTeixei ra (6 K's)
to within two, but the Blue strike zone, -but Cornellier
matched against the URI tanDevils answered with a pair of lunged for it anyways, surprising
dem of Pat O'Donnell (5 K's)
their own off Wildcat Rick Staba the CCSU fielders. Getting his
c;tnd Paul Ghilani.
in ·the : top of the seventh, bat on the ball, he laid down the
• The Rams opened the scoring
making the score 8 -4 . Staba perfect bunt. The game- win - on a Kevin Shea RBI double in .
came on in relief in the fourth ning run crossed the plate on
the second. They added two
and had kept it close.
the daring, two-strike suicide
more runs by the fifth.
,
UNH refused to die, though. squeeze.
UNH got its only run in tht Wildcat Greg Zegras exchange s a high~five ~ith te.ammate
In the bottom of the seventh,
The high of game one carried
Darren Marcou during Sunday's 19-3 win. (Craig Parker-pho to)
hits by Pete Cornellier , Tom over into the second game of
Ferrin and Mike Lassonde re- the day. UNH opened with ~ _·
sulted in a four:-run Wildcat rally · five-run first inning and apand a tie score.
·
peared to be poised for another
Staba s-t-ayed on the mound victory.
as the game entered extra in Central Connec;ticut refused
nings and did a nice job keeping to be discourage d and bounced
CCSU off the board.
back with ten runs of their own
. Wildcat Greg Zegras led off in the middle innings. Eleven
the. 'Cats half of the inning with walks given up by UNH pitcha double. Sean Ashley advanced ing didn't help the matter.
him to third with a bunt single,
"Their players were just
setting the stage for a dramatic lining up and walking to first,"
j

. This Blue D evil took t h e low. road gett ing back t o fi r st base i n Sun day 's tw in bill. (C r a ig
.P arker photo)
·

Gy mn asts disa ppo int in Oh io
, total score); Penn State, second
_By Colleen Donahue
place (180.40); Pittsburgh , third _
Untirnext year...
place (175.40); Rhode Island,
The end of the season. The fourth place (174.90); Temple,
NCAA Women's Gymnastic s· fifth place (174.30); UNH, si-xth
Northeast Regional,C hampion- place (174.20); and Bowling
ships. The effort, the struggle Green, seventh place (168.95 ).
to qualify, the sweat ... was it
Goodspeed, comfortable with
worth it?
the team's season performanc es,
As luck would have it, or said after the meet; "Basically .
rather as fate would have it, luck it was a-real good meet until we
was not to.be found by the UNH · got to the floor exercise."
·Wildcats during Saturday's meet · The gymnasts, tired and weaat Ohio State. The 'Cats, leg- ke ned after spending six and
itimately the third best team, one-half hours in the gym prior
according to Gail Goods peed, to executing their floor routines, ·
head coach for the gymnastic s · were forced to count one of their
team, too,k a second-to-last sixth lower scores (an 8.2 by Jessica
Downey).
Freshman gymnast Denise Brackesy gets high off the beam place. .
The results went as follows:
This was due to the accident
in a recent meet. The gymnasts placed 6th in Ohio. (Paul Chalue · ·Ohio State, first
pface ( 184;30 that freshman Diane Aubut
photo)
·

suffered. As it is now believed,
Aubut has broken her ankle.
Ironically , Aubut was having
one of her best meets.
"Essential ly,_" said Goodspeed, "she would be (ra pke'd)
seventh or eighth all-around."
· "We we re as good as could
be on vault," Goodspeed said,
also adding that the bar routines
were pretty solid. Leading UNH
in the beam events were K?thy
Williams and _Aubut; they tied
for ninth-plac e for the entire
competiti on, sc9ring 8 .80's.
"They had really good routines,"
said Goodspeed .·
Goodspeed, pleased with this
year 1s team, noted that the team

GYMNAS TS, page 29

